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AMONG THE FARMERS.

Value of the Pure-bred.
A pure-bred animal, m we ordinarily
use the term, la one that cornea from
"arxan Ta« flow."
parenta that are either regiatered or eligible to regiatration in the herd book of
on practical agricultural toplr» I a
particular breed. All of the breed as-
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SPECIALTY. I

MILK

Class 9

ENVIRONMENT

|

milk, raw, four pint .iar.. Premium $5o uO

AND ANCESTRY,

The two great factors that determine
Class 10
che individuality of a particular animal
Market cream, raw, four pint jars Premium 50 CO | ire the environment and the ancestry.
So thinking dairyman will deny that the
Premiums In Classes 9 and 10 are open only to
actual producers of milk ami cream within thel
ancestry of an animal has a greater instate.
9uence upon the value of that animal
Class 11
[or breeding purposes than the environMarket cream, pasteurized, four pint jars,
In other words, the dairyman
Premium $ 2à00 | ment.
would rather risk getting a good indiPremium In class 11 Is o;>en only to the cream
rles of the state. All premiums In ml k and I vidual from a registered herd than from
i-rcarn classes will be divided pro rata auiong
herd of indiscriminate breeding, even
the samples scoring above $6 points.
both herds were kept for milk
A large number of special premiums! :hough
production and both were given the
will be offered, details of which will
same care.
published later.
The great produotive capacity of the
Products.
for
Contest
Dairy
Judging
cow has been made possible largely
A silver cup will be competed for in iairy
ihrough an improved environmeut. She
the judging of milk, cream and butter.
;annot produce to the limit of ability
The program will center on "Home
»•ithout the best kind of food supplied
Grown Feeds for Dairy Farming," Cow
can she do her
m abundance; neither
Test Associations, Breeders' Associajest without proper housing and care.
tions and other dairy organizations.
is little superior to the
The
Complete details concerning the meet tcrubpure-bred
if she is not given the proper
will
ing, tbe program, premiums, etc.,
reatment. The farmer who expects his
and will
soon be ready for distribution
:ows to produce butterfat on a ration of
be sent on application —Leon S. Merrill,
itraw and corn stover, and at the same
Secretary Maine Dairymen's Associaime exposed to all kinds of weather, has
Maine.
Orono,
tion,
animals.
lo business with pure-bred
auch men has in
Ciettlng $ too a Year from a Cow The experience of just
and Knowing It.
many sections done more to discourage
:he breeding of pedigreed stock than
A farmer is successful to the extent
other cause. The man who
in y one
that he treats the business as a business
makes the most profit from pure-bred
proposition. The aim must be to treat inimals and does the breed the greatest
tha farm in such a way that it can be
tervice is the man who gives his herd the
determined what each thing is paying.
Dairy
jest of attention in every detail.
iu
true
is
dairying.
This
especially
tires of merit can only be produced by
a
of
liuswell
Maine,
Turner
Judge
to
the
attention
female»,
giving proper
lawyer and ex-judge, has a herd of lud
what has been said in regard to enGuernseys and each cow gives him au rironment is of
equal importance with
income of $100 a year, fie knows to
lltlico dUU içuiatw.
the smallest figure what each cow is doTHE SIBE.
a cow is
lug and knows whether or not
"boarder" or is payiug her way. Thus
The aire is geuerally more than half
by his system of testing he is able to I he herd. Most breeders pay more heed
eliminate any cow that may not be pay0 the selection of a herd bull than to the
•
Ko» WoAninf*
election of the right kind of females to
la'situated Id
>r«ed to them. More improvement can
about two tuile* from this
>e brought about in this country by the
j
»od
Im«
bis
a
bulls than by
, ise of the right kind of
employs manner upon
«eil» bis cream at tbe creancer;y
my other means. It costs but little to
average of 3S cents per pound for then >reed to the pure-bred, and the results
butterfat. He bas a set of
, bat come from the use of the right kind
scales that were made to order for hin». I, >f a dairy bull are remarkable. When
o' >ure-bred sires are used on a herd of
record pounds a"d
,
uuunds. He has tbree weights in test I ( tommon cows for six generations, we
bis milk: Cow weight, barn weight | lave ninety-eight and seven-sixteenths
He
bouse weight.
1 )er cent of pure blood. The animal
»•ich cow can do for the iirst eigh I hus produced resembles the pure-bred
the
found
I
month« of lactation. He bas
In every way so far as appearances go,
tust eight mouths of lactation in deind through the continued use of regisun
week
i.
week
to
, ;ered sires all the good qualities of the
crease of milk from
"bat
rest
the
To determine with
form
jure-bred are secured. The only great
» cow gives during the time that she is
iisadvautage is that the animal cannot
she
what
>e registered and consequently is worth
feding her calf he multiplies
ess for breeding purposes than the reggives the fourth week by four.
In the barn he weighs the milk at I] stered animal. It should also be borne
each milking from each cow
u mind that improvement ceases in the
but in the hou*e he weighs the agg«» , (rade herd when the grades are used for
rate of the herd. He keeps his record , nres.
for each oow by a table that give« thel
From the commercial standpoint, the
pounds of milk the pound»
breeding of pedigreed dairy cattle has
th« uercent of butterfat, the test, me »Iwrys paid well when properly carried
uounds of butterfat and the
jn, and there is little reason to think
for the herd. He has found that it will ever fail to do so. Âs time
the
in
tbat a pound of butterfat is lost
goes on the type of farming in the UnitHis jd States gradually
The
to every ton of milkchanges.
last
and
cows
year ^rain farmers of the semi-arid west find
herd uumbers eleven
0
no
is
alone
chat grain farming
longer
he had 31 tous of milk, 6,000 P0U°Js
cream and the income from each cow profitable on the
high-priced land.
thel
include
not
did
take
was
This
men
these
8100
up dairying beMany of
The demand for
muse it pays them.
He did not reckon the iairy animals, as well as the demand for
ether usa^e.
dressing with this. He found that ewb milk and its products, is greater than
The newly established
cow cost him one ton of feed of grains
»ver
before.
His raUon oH Breeders' associations are doiug a great
worth of hay.
feed m gram i» of equal parts °f
work in calling the attention of the
farmers to the merits of the pure-bred,
liuaeed, cottonseed aud corn meah
oi
[t is hardly a question of can I afford a
gives each cow one-third the weight
pure-bred dairy herd, but rather can I
would
that
has a farm
ifford to be without one.
Market

be]
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Dr. C. M. Merrill,
37 Western at., somit Pans. Maiae.

VETERINARY
Physician and Surgeon.

TKLEPUOXK «7-1».
Medical and Surgical treatment of disof all domestic
eases and accidents

animals.

Special attention to Castrating and
of
Spaying. Appointed agent fur testing
cattle and horses and veterinary inspection work.
•■raàutc of th« Cultrtl State« Colic«*
of VetcrlMry
Murgcoua, tVMhluglon,
19-43
I». C.
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Builders' Finish !
will furnish DOOK3 and WINDOWS of any
or -Styl« m reasonable prie«*.

Aiso Window & Door Frames,
luslde 01
'.I want of any kind of Finish for
Lum
le work, send to your orders. Ptne
md >h!n<!es on hand Cheap for Cash.

aning, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.

CHAXDLEK,

W.

C.

A. C.

LORD,
15

years

maker

expert Watch-

with

Bigelow,

Kennard iiCo., Boston.
All Work

Guarantee«!.
A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.
«in«,

WATCHES, CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.

with Moblm'

Variety Store. Norway, Me.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

Lowest Pro in Oxlord County.
NORWAY, MAINE.
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Skowbeganl'i

I

Thèy
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fog
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percentage!

o^butterfat

Separator
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br"M
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of Rockland Bonds to net 4

per cent.
R imford &

Mexico Water Disti a 4 per cent Bonds—Tax exempt.
Central Maine Power Co. 5 per
cent
Bonds
Legal for Savings
—

Banks.

Maine & New Brunswick Electrical Power Co. 5 per cent Bonds.
Cumberland County Power and
Light Co. 5 per cent Bonds and 6
per cent preferred stock.
Lewiston, Augusta & Waterville
R. R. 6 per cent preferred stock.
Portland Electric Co. 6 per cent
preferred stock—Legal for Savings

Banks.

Other desirable bonds and stocks.

FREELAND HOWE, Jr.,

Pleasant Street,
MAINE.
NORWAY,

THK DAIRY HEBD.

-b«~

MARIA THOMPSON
DAVIESS

Inclusive.

Boston and Portlaad Line

l.eave Frankl'n Wharf, Portland, week day* at
Sun. lav s a.-OO p. u). Keturnlng leave
p. 1a
Kostoo week -lav* and
Sunday* at 7 p. m
bk-amnhlp* Hansom 8. fuller and Bay State
Fare between Portland aid Boston
I'-M. Mtaterowaas ft.OO and fl.SU.

Dlnçley

1 international l ine Steamship Gov.
sod Uflt. Cobb leaves Boston at » a. m. MonPortland 5 p.
days, Wednesdays and Friday*.
m. for Kastport, Lu bee awl St. John, N. B.

Portland and Bocklaad Llae
steamer

Monhegaa leave* Portland

TburfrUy*

Satunlav« ai ?

Kocklaa«! an! Intermediate lau« It 04t.

on Tunaa. m. for

Portland aad BMthbajr Ua«

Steamer Catherine leave* Portland Monda) *,
Wednesday* and Friday* at 7.60 a. m. for Ka-M
Bouthbay and Intermediate landings.
Express Service for Freight, all rate* Inclol«
Marine lusuraace.
For reservation* and aU Information addrt m
s. A. clay, Agent, Franklin Wharf, Portland

[C0NTL50M.J
The subject of the conduct of widows
Is a serious one. Of til the things old
tradition is most set about It is that,

and what 'was decided to be the proper
thing a million years ago this town
still dictates shall be done and spends
a good deal of Its time Beelng Its directions carried out For a year after
the funeral they forget about the poor
bereaved, and when they do remember
her they speak to and of her In the
same tones of voico they used at the

obsequies. Then sooner or later some
neighbor Is 6ure to see some man walk
home from church with her or hear
some old bachelor's voice on her front
porch. Mr Cain took Mrs. Caruther's
little Jessie up In his buggy and helped
her out at her mother's gate Just be-

fore last Christmas, and if the poor
widow hadn't acted quick the town
would have noticed them to death beThey were
fore he proposed to her.
married the day after New Year's, and
she lost lots of good friends because
she didn't give them more time to talk
about It.
I don't Intend to run any risk of losing my friends that way, and I want
them to have all the good time they
I'm going to serrö
can get out of It
out mint juleps of excitement until the
dear old place is running as It did

when it was a two-yenr-old. Why get
mad when people are interested Jn
you? It's a compliment, after all, and
Just gives tlieiu more to think about
I remembered the two trunks across
th» h» h «nd hticired mv knees ud under my chin with pleasure at the
thought of the town talk they con-

tained.

Then Just as I had got the first plan
well going and was deciding whether
to wear the mauve meteor or the white
chiffon with the rosebud embroidery as
a first Julep for my friends a sweetness came in through my window that
took my breath away, and 1 lay still
with my hand over my heart and lis-

It was Rllly singing right unwindow, and I've never heard
it before In all his five years.
the dearest old fashioned tune
ever written, and Billy sang the words
as distinctly as If he had been a boy
n
«hniHutûP (initiir
difficult recitative
tened.
der my
him do
It was

so It shook the lace on
my breast like a breeze from heaven
as he took the high uote and then let
It go on the last few words:
"If you love me. Molly, flnrllng.
Let your una wer bo a kiss!"

My heart bent

a
wild Indian's with decorations
brown mud. and he held a long
slimy flshworm on the end of a stick
while he wiped his other grimy hand
down the front of his linen blouse.
"Say, Molly, look at the snake I
Urunged you!" he exclaimed as he came
close under the sill, which Is not high

like

"If you pat your
the ground.
.•ace down to the mud and sing something to 'em they'll come outen they
holes. A doodle bug comed, too, bat I
couldn't ketch 'em both. Lift me up,
Tom

Jound.o.
L

?

Î

™^te

_

I

was sitting peaceably on my
front steps, dressed In the summer before last that Judy washes and
Irons every duy while I'm deciding how
to hand out the first sip of my trous
Beau to the neighbors, when Tom, in a
dangerous blue striped shirt, with a
tie that melted Into it In tone, blew
over my hedge and landed at my side
He kissed the lace ruffle on my sleeve
while I reproved him severely and set-

tled down to enjoy him. But I didn't
have such an awfully good time as I
generally do with him He was too
full of another woman, and even a first
cousin can be an exasperation In thut

condition.
"Now, Mrs. Molly, truly, did you ever
gee such a peach as she Is?" he demanded after I had expressed more
ylmn a dozen delighted opinions of
lllss Chester. His use of the word

riled me and before 1 stopped
to think I said, "She reminds me mote
Df a string bean."

'peach"

tie n can jusi ue
"IN'OW, oioiiy, QOD
cause old Wude bns got her out driving behind the grays alter kissing your
hand under the lilacs yesterday, which,
praise be, nobody saw but little me!
I'm not sore; why should you be?

know It," he continued enthusiastlcal
ly. "Let's don't let the folks know
that they are ofT until 1 get everybody
in a full swing of bu» over my
queen." I had never seen Tom so en
thu8iastic over a girl before, und I
didn't like it But I decided not to let
him know that, but to get to work putout the Chester blaze in him and

ting
starting

one on my own account
"ThafB just what I'm thinking about
Tom," I said with a smile that was as

^^ug

Jersey«,

SÄ£«wee.

well
the completeness,
| "ut
of life in the couutry.
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are
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the farms stand for what
and
laaiunaam
fundamentally beat and most needed
n lh# deVÖ|.
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of modern
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Try^o
When

bodies,

a

bedI U*l r

not a chronic kicker,
the pail, there is a readiscover the reason In-

cow,

in

atead of abuaing her.

One lamb loat Ukea the

|of thareat

coming
pure-bred dairy animal.—Frank

A.

Bays, Iowa, in Hoard's Dairyman.

much an egg produoer as
milk. It it rich in
nitrogen and mineral matter. Having a
high nutritive ratio, it is equal to barley,
aud almost as high as wheat. Its action
ia to extend the food ration, rednce the
too-coucentrated grain food, and prevent
the accumulation of internal fat. The
second crop, or "rowen" clover, ia the
1 best. Clover should be cut when in full
blossom. Let it grow until the first blossoms begin to turn brown.

lisk..:;:bTtr^ttdr^"irg^|
^ToVhelb?S?
""..u,

the

profit off a lot

Clover is

as

good.

know how long I would have stayed
t
there Just feeling It If Judy hadn
brought In my letter.
it
He bad written from London, and
was many pages of wonderful things
about
all flavored with ma He told me
friends
Miss Chester and what good
he hoped
they were and how much
he got
■he would be In "Hillsboro when
here. He said that a great many of her
dainty ways reminded him of his
-own slip of a girl." especially the turn
of her head like a "flower on lta stem."
At that i got right out of bed like a
Jumping out of a bo* and looked

'You aro tempting Provldanoo, Molly
Cartor."
■weet as 1 could make it, "and as she
came with messuges to me from one
of my beat old friends I think I ought
to do something to make her have a
good time. I waa just planning a gor-!
for
geous dinner party I want to have
her when you came so suddenly. Do
Tues
you think wo could arrange it for

day evening?"

"Lord love us, Molly! Don't knock
Let 'em
the town down like that
have more thun a week to get used to
this white rag of a dress you're been
waving In their faces for the last few
lays. Go slow!"
"I've been going so alow for so many
yeara that I've turned around and I'm
a
going fast backward," I said with
blush that 1 couldn't help.
—_____———■
"Help! liet my kinship protect me!"
TVhen a farm animal is feverish, stop
Tom in alarm, and he preexclaimed
will
Jack
feeding. As a rule a horse or a cow
tended to move an Inch away from me.
not take food when in that condition; at myself in the mirror.
"Yes," I said slowly, and aa I looked
There is one exercise here on page
but sometimes folks urge them to do it.
unIt only adds fuel to the fire. Wait; let twenty that I hate wont of all. Yon out of the corner of my «yes from
She Is a better doctor screw
look der the lashes that Tom himself had
nature work.
up your face tight until you
than any of us.
"too long and black
like a Christmas mask to get your once told me were
wobble to be tidy" I saw that he was In a
then
and
taut
muscles
neck
If once ths transportation problems
"If
condition to get the fall shock.
were solved there would be little danger your head around like a newborn baby
It will be
of overstocking the apple market in this until it swims. 1 did that one tweuty anybody wakea up this town
country, for at present only a compara- extra times and all the others iu pro 1," 1 aald aa I flung down the gauntlet
tively small part of our population has portion to make up for those two hours with a high head.
all the apples it needs.
"Here, Molly, here are the keya of
in bed. Hereafter I'll get up at the
office and the spark plug to the
my
maybe
as
three-or
be
should
milked
on
time directed
The dairy cow
page
Too can cot off a lock of my
aoto.
that
think
nearly as possible twelve boon apart earlier. It frightens me to
has got « coke I'U
1 each day.
I've got only a few weeks motte to turn balr, êfifl It Jvfij
it is

a

producer of

week between a man and a
in their cradles gets toi be fifteen years between them and their
I'm going to make you t
graves.
Bubject of a silent prayer at the next
missionary meeting, and 1 must g
home now to see that Sally cook.
a few of Mr. Johnson's crotchets for
And a

woman

Ana she

began

to

«J

burr,

away.
"I don't believe you'll be able to
make It a 'silent' session about me.
Mrs. Johnson." I called after her. and
she laughed back from her own front
Marriage la the only worm In
gate.
the bud of Mrs. Johnson's life, and her
snap to It even If It Is not
very sugary sweet
When I told Judy about the dinner
party and asked her to get the yellow
barber to come help her and her nephsuch
ew wait on the table she grinned
a wide grin that I was afraid of bein«
swallowed. She understood that Aunt
Adeline wouldn't be Interested in it un
til I had time to tell her all about it
to
Anyway, she will be going over
to see Mr
a
ou
pilgrimage
Springfield
She
Henderson's sister next week

laugh has

a

doesn't know It yet, but I do
Atter that I spent all the rest of tha
evening in planning my dinner party,
and I had a most

royal good

time.

straight

1 would have
In his face.
cracked all the ten commandmentB to
save myself from his contempt
'I'm not Joking." I Bold jerkily. MI

turned away and

picked

man

as 1
up the sliver

spoon.

"Thank you, I will, all of It and the
bread and butter too," be answered.
In that detestable friendly tone of
voice as he drew himself up and sat
In the window.
"Hustle, Peaches, If
you are going to feed me, for I'm rav-

ing so desecrated any longer. She's
going back to the cottage. Aunt Bettie Pollard says that if I want to got
married I ought to do it to Wilson
Graves because of the seven children,

I haven't lad any supper. You
have, so I don't mind taking It all
away from you—every bit of It"
"Supper," I sniffed us I spread the
Jam on those lovely, lovely slices of

and then

"Now. that'll do. Molly; Just hush for
half minute and let me talk to you."
said Dr. John as he took my hand In
his and drew me near him. "No wonder your heurt hurts if it has got all
that load of trouble on it and we'll
Just get a little of that 'scare' oft. You
put yourself in my bands, and you are
a

to do Just as I tell you, and I say—forget itl Come with mo while I make a
calL It is a long drive, and I'm—I'm
lonesome sometimes myself."

me.

Ills teeth are big and strong and
white and his Jaws work like machinery. He is tbe strongest man 1
ever saw, and his gauntness Is all
muscle. What Is that glow a woman
gets from feeding a hungry man whom
she likes with her own hands, and
why should I want to be certain that
he kissed tbe lace on my sleeve as It

I saw the worst was over, and I
breathed freely again, but I had talked
so much truth in that fiction that 1 felt
Just as I said I did, which is a slightly
unnatural feeling for a woman. There
was nothing for it but to go with him,

and I wanted to most awfully.
To my dying day I'll never forget
that little bouse, way out on the Cane
Run pike, he took mo to In his shabby
Just two tiny rooms, but
little car.

brushed his fnre when I reached across
him to catch an Inquisitive rose that
I saw peeping In the window right
at us?

were clean and quiot and a girl
with tho sweetest fuce I ever saw lay
In the bed with her eyes bright with
pride and a tiny, tiny little bundle close
beside her. The young farmer was red
with embarrassment and anxiety.
"She's all right today, but she worries because she don't think I can tend
did
to the baby right" bo said, and be
look helpless. "Her mother had to go
to
home for two days, but Is coming
1 dasu't undress and wash
morrow.
myself. It won't hurt
the

they

LEAF SEVENTH.
Whlchf

"I1IIE Juice of a lemon In two
I i glasses of cold water to be

Immediately

on

wak-

ening!" Page eleven! I've
handed myself that lemon every morn-

ing

now

until I nm sensitive with my-

self about It If there was ever anybody "on the water wagon" It's I, nnd
I have to sit on the front seat from
dawn to dusk to get in tbe gallon of

him

will it Doc?"
"Not a bit," answered Dr. John In
his big comforting voice.
But I looked at the girl, and I underclean
stood her. She wanted that baby
and fresh even If it was just five days
old, and I felt all of a sudden terribly
and
capable. I picked up the bundle
went Into the other room with it
the
where a kettle was boiling on
atove and a largo duck« uj tu«
'
tMWs by Just «
that
her and the hour 1 spent «Ith
was one of tbo most de-

the dab of icecream that seemed inadequate for food or protection. I haven't
had even one glass for two months,
and I woke up in a cold perspiration of
embarrassment and raging hunger.
I don't know what I'm going to do

garden came s laugh.
"Why, Molly. Molly. Mollyl" drawled

that miserable man doctor as he came
and leaned on the sill right close to
on the
my elbow. The spoon crashed
table, and I turned and crashed Into
words.

about this book and I've got myself
Into trouble about writing things belie looked at me
side records in It
this morning as coolly as if I was Just
anybody and said:
"I would llko to see that record now,
It seems to me you are
Mrs. Molly.
IIow
about as slim as you want to be
did you tip the scales last time you
weighed, and have you noticed any
trouble at all with your heart?"
"I weigh 134 pounds and I've got to
melt and freeze and 6tarve off that
four," I answered, Ignoring the heart
question and also the question of pro-

Srowb

?" Sw
by

bed

Jobn'a direction
him all the time.

onee.

tboagb

the way home 1 gave myself
But
Suddenly
of my llfol
tl,e
turned my face against his sleeve und
I ft"
cried as I never had before.
had to
8afe for it Is a cliff road and ho
drive carefully. However, he manag
ed to press that oue urin against mj
cheek in a way that <omfort*
ueai
stopping when 1 saw we were
I got out of the car at the gar
the gar
age and walked away through
den home without looking In his direcat all. I never seem to be able to

a„rSrlso
on

^

tion

look at him as 1 do at other people.
*c
We hadn't spoken two words since
had left the little house In the wood*
with that happy faced girl in it. Ue

I'd like tu
locket with her In it yet
reward him for such faithfulness wltli
a Dice husky wlfo to wear instead of
tbe locket
But then, Alfred's been
1 look at Hutb Chester
faithful too!
and realize bow faithful, aud my beart
melts to h!m in my breast
My hips
bave almost all melted away, too, so I
bad better keep tbe beart cold enough
to handle if 1 waut anything left at all
for him to come borne to.
In some ways Tom Pollard is tbo
most congenial man 1 ever know. You
have to say "don't" to him all tho
time, but what woinnn doesn't like a
little impertinence once in uwhlle? I

flavor all Tom's daredevil kisses with

kinship

when 1 feed them to my con-

science. and I truly try to make him be
serious about tbe important things in
life, like going to church with his

mother and working all day even if he
is rich. 1 wish be wasn't so near kin
to me!
Now, there, I feel in Ituth
Chester's way again! One of the things
that keeps tbe devil so busy is taking
helpless widows to the heights of

knowledge and showing them kingdoms of men that girls never dreaiu
If all women could have
oven exist
been born with widow eyes things
would run much more smoothly along
the marriage and giving in marriage
line. And the poor men are, most of
them, as ignorant as girls about what
to do.
I suppose I really would be doing a
righteous thing to marry Mr. Graves,
and I would adore all those children
to start with, but 1 know liiiiy would
1 can't
not get on with them at all.

consider It on his account, but I'll
let the nice old chap come on for a
few times more to see me, for he really
Is interesting aud we have suffered
things in common. Mrs. Graves lacked
the kind of temperament poor Mr.
Carter did. I'd like to make It all up
to him, but if Billy wouldn't be happy
that settles it. and I don't know how
1 couldn't have
good his boys are.
even

Billy corrupted.

And so. as there is nobody else exactly suitable In town, it all simmers

down to one or the other of these or
In my heart I knew that I
Alfred.
couldn't hesitate a minute, aud In tho
Of course
flash of a second I decided
I love Alfred and I'll take him gladly
and be the wife he has waited for ail
I'll make evthese six lonely years.
erything up to him If I have to diet
to keep thin for him the rest of my
life. I likely will have that very thing
to do, and I get weak at the idea. Be
fore I burn this book I'll have to copy
It all out and be chained to it for life
At the thought my heart dropped like
a sinker to tuy toes, but I hauled It up
to Its normal place with picturing tu
myself how Alfred would look when
be saw me in that old blue muslin
done over into a Itene wonder. How-

ever, old heart would show a strange
propensity for sinking down Into my
slippers without any reason nt all
Tears were even coming into my eyes
when Tom suddenly camo over the
fence and picked me and the heart up
together and put us Into an adventure
LEAF

IM]

EIGHTH.

Blue Absinth.

OLLY," Tom said In the most
nonchalant manner Imaginable, "we've gm n dandy.

strolling gypsy band up at
the hotel, the dlnlnp room floor is all
waxed and I'm asking for the first
dance with the young and radiant Mrs.
Carter. Get Into a glad rag and don't

\eep

me

waiting."

"Tom I" 1 gasped.
"Oh, bo a sport, Moll, and don't take
water! You said you would wake up
It seems
this town, and now do It
Instead of sir years since I

twenty

had my arms around you to music,
and I'm not going to wait any longer.
Everybody is there and they can't all
dance with Miss Chester."
That settled lt. I couldn't let a vis
ltlng girl bo danced to death. Of course
I had planned to make a dlgulfied dekut under my own roof, backed up by
fhe presence of ancostral and marital
rosewood, silver and mahogany, as a
widow should, but duty called me to
deweed myself amid tho Informality
of an Impromptu dance at the little
And In the fifteen mintown hotel.
utes Tom gave me I deweeded to some
more.
purpose and flowered out to still
I never do anything by halves.
In that—that—trousseau old Rene
jad made me there was one, what she

than Just a man
in
It was almost dusk, and I
lallod •'simple" lingerie frock. And it
dl
the garden a minute to pull the
ooked Just as simple us the check It
around some of the bachelors •ailed for, u one and two ciphers back
buttons that had "pop^d" the ground it IL
It was of linen as sheer as a
about them
«orne weeks ago Thinking
.•obweb, real lace and tiny, delicious
I went
made me regain my spirits, and
ncrustatlons of embroidery. It fitted
for whathad
on in the house to bo scolded
a lines that melted into curves,
ever Aunt Adeline had thought up rntlcements in the shape of a long sarfh
while I was gone to do it to me about md a dangerous breast knot of shlinJudy told mo with her broadest grin tnery blue, tho color of my eyes, and 1
that sho had gone down to her Blster- fcoked newborn In It.
In-law's for supper, and I sat down
I'm glad that poor Mr. Carter was
the steps with a sigh of relief
jo stern with me about rats and things
Some days are like tin cocoanut grat- !n my hair, now that they are out of
ers that everybody uses to grate you style, for I've got lota of my own left
l or
fn consequence of not wearing other
against, and this was one for me
to hour 1 sat and grated my ownself peoplo'8.
It clings and colls to my
n
head Just any old way that looks as If
against Alfred's letter that had come
the morulng. 1 realized that
wot. I had spent an hour on It. That made
just have to come to some sort of de- me able to be ready to go dowu to Tom
ten minutes over the time he
cision about what I was going to do, in
more sense

popped

c?osef

for he wrote that he was to sail in a
day or two. and ships do travel so fast

"Expand your ohcat.*

these days.
1 love him and always have, of that
He often, me the most wonam sure.
derful life in the world, and no woman
could help being proud to accept It
more lonely than I was e
am

Wonder what be
ducing this book.
would do if I gave It to him to read
just as It Is?
"How about the heart?" he persisted, and 1 may have imagined the smile

lonely,

In his eyes, for his mouth was purely
professional. Anyway. I lowered my
lashes down on to my cheeks and an-

swered experimentally:
Then a cy"Sometimes It hurt«."
clone happened to ma
"Come here to me a minute!" be
said quickly, and he turned me around
and put his head down between my

shoulders and held me so tight against
his ear that I could hardly breathe
"Expand your chest three times and
breathe as deep as you can." be orderI
ed from against by back buttons.

expanded

and breathed—pretty

quickly

at that

"Now hold your breath as long as
and it fitted
you can." be commanded,
my mood exactly to do so
"Can't And anything," be said at
last letting me go and looking carefully at ray face. His eyes were all
anxiety, and I liked It "When does
It hurt you and bow?" be asked anx-

spoiled

Even at audi

sleptjlgb

1
»nd waa tbo darllaneattblae
when I laid him buck •"
1 never looked In Or
her.

town

"You are cruel, cruel. John Moore,
and 1 hate you worse than I ever did
before. If that is possible. I'm hun
now you've
gry, hungry to death, and
iously.
it all! Go away before I wet
"Moonlight nights and lonesomely,"
with
and
Jam
this nice crisp bread
1 answered before 1 conld atop mytears into a mush I'll have to eat with self, and what happened then was
You don't know what it Is to worse than any cyclone. He got white
a spoon.
want something sweet so bad you are *br a minute and just looked at me as
willing to steal lfc-from yourselfl" 1 If I was a bog stuck on a pin. then
fairly blazed my eyes down Into his gave a short little laugh and turned to
and moved as far away from him as the table.
the table would let me.
"I didn't understand you were Jok"Don't I. Molly?" he asked softly ing," be said quietly.
That maddened me. and I would
after looking straight In my eyes for a
long minute that made me drop my have done anything to make him think
1 was not the foolish thing be evidenthead until the blue bow 1 bad tied on
the end of my long plait almost got ly bud classified me as being. I snatch-

lato the scattered Jam.

°„m,

small baby
le"
Hclous of all lay Ufo- I oovor was
entirely to myself with ono bctar*1 did all I wanted to tlila oae, gu
^
b, instlnet and desire He

relatives or more relatives to supper
HlllsThat's what most entertaining in
in
boro Is like; but, as 1 say. once
awhile the old slow pacer wakes up.
I'll never forget my first real dinner
party, as the flower girl for Caroline
Evans' wedding, when she married the

of the

^

f

1

the blue shimmer of old Rene's master
piece of a negligee, then deep down l
buried the spoon In the purple sweet
I bad Just lifted It high in the
ness.
air when out of the lilac scented dark

youngster
to stay bundled up until granny

comes,

wnt»r I'm sunnosed to consume In that
time. Sometime I'm going to get mixed up and try to drink my bnth If I
I dreamed night bedon't look out
fore last that I was taking a bath in
a glass of ice cream soda water and
trying to hide from Dr. John behind

always have had lots of company, but
mostly the spend the day kind with

all 1 got into what I feel came uear
befng a serious trouble. It was writing down the recipe for the nesselrode
pudding they make In my family that
undid me. Suddenly hunger rose up
the
from nowhere and gripped me by
a ln>ne.
like
over
all
me
wed
throat, gna
then shook me until I was limp and unresisting. I must have astralized mywhen I
self down to the pantry, for
In
became couscious I found myself
a plate
company with a loaf of bread,
of butter and a huge Jar of Jam.
the
I sat down by the long table by
window and slowly prepared to enjoy
myself. I cut off four slices and buttered them to an equal thickness and
then more slowly put a loug silver
to
spoon into the Jam. I even paused
admire in Judy's mirror over the table
the effect of the cascade of lace that
fell across my arm and lost Itself in

would be so re-

erable. and I'm"—

loaf. I found that the bite I took off
of each piece I bad ready for him
when be finished wltb tbe one be bad
In band satisfied me as nothing I bad
ever eaten in all my life before bad
done, while at the same time my nibbles soothed his conscience about rob-

drunk

everybody

lieved that they are taken care of that
they would forget that Mr. Carter
hasn't been dead quite ono year yet
Mrs. Johnson says I ought to be declared a minor und put as a ward to
you. I can't help Judge Wade's sending me flowers and Tom's sitting on
I'm
my front steps night and day.
not strong enough to carry hitn awsy
and murder him. I am perfectly mis-

bread and thick butter that 1 had fixed
"That apple toust
for my own self.
combination tires me so now that 1
forget it If I can." As 1 banded him
the first slice of drippy lusciousness 1
turned my bead away. Ile thought It
was from tbe expression of that Jam,
but It was from bis eyes.
"Slice up the whole loaf, Peaches,
Come
and let's get on u Jam Jag!
with me Just this once and forget—
forget"— IIo dldu't finish bis sentence
We ueltber of us said
and I'm glad.
anything more as I fed him that wbole

TJ

being

you see my bankbook. Everybody is
talking about mo and that dinner party Tuesday night and Aunt Adeline
says she can't live in a house of mourn-

enous.

bing

And worse than

lonesome, I'm scared. 1 ought to bar«
stayed Just the quiet relict of Mr. Carter and gone od to church meetings
with Aunt Adeline and let myself be
fat and respectable, but I haven't got
the character. You thought I went to
town to buy a monument, and I didn't
I bought enough clothes for two brides,
and now I'm scared to wear 'em. and
I don't know wbat you'll think when

to—to—

"Well, bave some Jam then," 1
aged to say wltb a little laugh

lonesome.

am

that sensation of being against something warm and great and good like
your own mother's breast, and I don't
knew bow I controlled It enough not

drink, and why not?
But when I got to planning about the
them
gorgeous food I wanted to give

'"Jl

ÄÄ'ÄS'. sk

always brings ber to a higher point o
excitement.
P 8
"Tie nonsense; marrying Is
in with ball and chain, to my mini

ffcrfdf'tratb

haven't been to very many dinner paron
ties in my life, but from this time
I mean to Indulge in them often Candle light pretty women's shoulders,
black coat sleeves, cut glass and flowa joy
ers are good Ingredients for

"Where did you hear it 7"
±
"That's a good bug song. Molly, and
I bet 1 can git a lizard with It, too. If 1
He began to
sing It right low."
out of my arms toward the ta-

1

away llko a puppy the first time jo
back was turned. Besides being y
cousin, he's younger than you. What
do you mean?"
"He's Just a week younger Mn
Johnson, and I wouldn't tie him for
said
worlds, even if I married him.
meekly. Somehow 1 like Mrs. Johnson
enough to be meek with ber and it

and 11c« that fooled even
myself and gave them to him. looking

moment as that I felt bow glad old
Rene would bare been to bare given
sutb a nice man as tbe doctor a treat
like that blae silk chef d'oeuvre of
hers. I was glad myself.
"Don't I« Peaches?" be asked again
In a still softer voice.
Again I had
a

Chicago millionaire, from which Hills
I was
boro has never yet recovered.
without
sixteen, felt dreadfully naked
Alfred
a tucker in my dress and saw
for the first time in evening clotheshis first I can hardly Btand thinking
1
about how he looked even now.

I Indulged my lace and dimity came
out much the worse.
"That was a lovely song you sang
about 'Molly, darling,' Billy," I said-

llTZ, Ser'. "i'd...

ZRan

T^as

and 1 can put him In the water glass
on your table."' He held up one muddy
lifted
paddle to me. and promptly I
him up into my arms. From the embrace In which he and the worm and

»h«%irth

PJ

8™*
brldo served to
Tom really Is adorable, an
I let him snuggle up Just one
second Then we both laughed and
to plan what Tom was horrible
enough to call the resurrection ra**>
But I kept that delicious rose embroidered treasure all to myself.
to meet it entirely unpre-

fer my
tweed."

TOtShlm

hajjjj
mUkJ
bït^ï

!ooj(DM

I

I havent been really willing before to
write down In this torture volume that
I took that garment to the city with
me and what Mme Rene did to itmade it over Into the loveliest thing 1
glad we had both got over our
ever saw, only 1 wouldn't let her alter
I'm honor- excitement and were sitting decorousthe size one single Inch.
at several inches' distance apart
able as all women are. at peculiar
*
the
times. I think she understood, but she when the Judge drew
went down to
seemed not to and worked a miracle on the «rate, and we both
I've put it the sidewalk to ask him and the lovely
it with ribbon and lace.
coiilda
a
shelf
of
closet, for long lady to come in. They
the
on
top
away
but we stood and talked to them long
it is torment to look at It
to get a good
You can Just take any old recipe for enough for Mrs. Johnson
look at us from across the street, and
a party and mix up a debut for a girl,
afraid I would And Aunt Adebut It takes more time to concoct one I was
in a faint when I went into the
for a widow, especially If it is for line
^
yourself. I spent all the rest of the
Miss Chester was delightfully graday doing almost nothing and thinking
almost cal ed
until 1 felt lightheaded. Finally 1 had ! cious about the dlnner-I
the debut dinner—and the expression
it
a
blaze
idea
of
about
given up any
Just
when he accepted.
and had decided to leak out In general on the Judge's face
was glad she was sitting sldewlse to
society as quietly as my clothes would
Some women
see.
let me when a real conflagration was him and couldn't
like to make other women unhappy,
lighted inside me.
but I think It is best for you to keep
If Tom Pollard wasn't my own first
them blissfully unconscious until you
him
loved
have
despercousin I would
get what you want Anyway. I like
ately even If 1 am a week older than
that girl all over, and I can t see t a
He was about the only oasis in
he.
her neck is so absolutely Impossibly
my marriage mirage, though I don't
flowery. However, I thtak
think anybody would think of calling
Have been a little more considerate
Ile never stopped
him at all green.
about discussing Alfred's London
Mr
and
see
me
occasionally,
coming to
As a
over the Italian mlssloa
He was tüe Ii ret umph
Carter liked him.
I let Tom put bis arm
punishment
man to notice the white ruche I sewed
around my waist as we stood watchIn tho neck of my old black taffeta four
ing tbem drive off and then was sorry
or five months ago, and he let me see
for the left gra; hcne that shied and
that he noticed it out of the corner ol
came in for a crack of the Judge s ir
his eyes even right there in church
tated
whip.
under Aunt Adeline's very elbow. He
Then I refused to let Tom come Inmakes love unconsciously, and he
side the gate and he went downit
As soon
flirts with his own mother.
street whistling, only when he got to
as I've made this widowhood hurdlethe purple lilac he turned and kissed
well, I'm going to spend a lot of time his hand to me. That Mrs. Johnson
buying tobacco with him in bis runJust couldn't stand, and she came
about, which sounds as If it was named across the street Immediately and callfor himself.
ed me back to the gate.
41
You are tempting rrovidence, MolLEAF SIXTH.
ly Carter," she exclaimed decidedly.
Scattered Jam.
"Don't you know Tom Pollard is nothND when that conflagration was ing but a fly up the creek? As a buslighted in me, Tom did It I band he'd chew the rope and run

P"aD^'

^tlyhelVgiVV^%nd.

OauJorXorNova^otlal ll*hf
AjJ

muslin dress.

A confused recollection of having
heard the words and tune sung by my Aren't you hnppy with me'/"
Ï withered him with a look, or, rathmother when I was at the rocking age
Tom Is no
myself brought the tears to my eyes as er tried to wither him, for
I flew to the window and parted the mimosa bud.
boy an"The way that girl hHs started In to
jftirtnlns. If you heard a littlewouldn't
wake up this little old town reminds
gel singing nt your casement
under your
you expect n cherubim face upturned me of the feeling you get
with heaven lights all over ltT Billy's belt seven minutes after you've sipped
face was upturned as he heard me un absinth frappe for the first tiinedraw the s!i;ide, but It was streaked you are liable for a good Jag and don't
of

Shall It be

eat It out of your hands.

1
from a cabbage rose Into a Uly.
won't let myself even think "luscious
peach" and ^'string bean-" If I do I
get wann and happy all over and let
np on myNtlf. I try when 1 get hungry to think of myself In that blue

J^ur

women on

Elaine Steamship Liuc
Mrect between Portland and New York
steamers leave franklin Wharf Tue*lavs,
Thür*lay* and Saturday* at SJO p m.. al*o
Monday*, lu au A. M.. June 23 to September 8,

1012, by tha BobbaMerrlll Company
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The value of the pure-bred dairy herd
has been briefly discussed. Some farmers will hold that it is better business squirm
policy to select the good milkers to re- ble and the glass.
to Show that there is a ProhV°
tain iu the herd from common cows.
"Who taught It to you. sugar sweetl"
bv makinir tbi» business a unit and ngur
This is an erroneous idea. When we 1
as 1 poured wuter in on the
«w b"»ch
persisted
for the paying herds
torn. begin to look about
under his direction.
eeperet. t.om th. r.. o the
in this way, we squirming worm
been
built
have
that
up
He bas found that a heifer with her
"Nobody taught it to me. Doc slugs
find that they are hard to find.
will
tiret calf for the first year will give 4,000
nor you
This is not saying that there are no It to mo wheu Tilly, nurse
«ilk,«"«
He don't
common cows that are high producers, ain't there to put me to bed.
pounds, the third year, 5,067
but that there are few herds of such know no good songs like 'ltoll, Jordan.
fourth year, 5.400 pounds. He
The establishment of a paying
bows.
Roll.* or 'Hot Times' or Twinkle.' 1
herd of scrub cows is a long and expenof
to sleep quick 'cause he makes me
go
done
be
can
It
by
sive process.
only
feel tired with his slow tune what's
and
individual
records,
yearly
keeping
Be heepe
Git a hairpin for
for bugs
necessitates selection from a large num- only good
they cen eat »od
After such a herd of me to poke him with. Molly, quick!'
individuals.
of
ber
will do as well oue year a« another. He
females is established there is no cerI found the hairpin, and I don't know
has been in the business 25 years,
tainty that their offspring will inherit why my baud trembled as I bnuded It
h„ jo®* none of the work on the farm
the milk producing trait; consequently
As soon as he got it he
to Billy.
himself. He started with full blooded if the standard is to be
kept up, constant climbed out the window, glass, bug
but his herd now I. grade I
elimination must be carrted on.
Guernseys, the average weight of a I There is no argument against the pure and all, and 1 saw him and the red sotwalk together
Guernsey cow beiu^ 1,000
bred. It is more profitable to own five ter go down the garden
Ô feet. When naked why he
cows than twice as many In pursuit of the desired lizard. I suppure-bred
good
(iaernsevs to other breed» he
Lack of capital baa pose. 1 closed the blinds and drew the
cows.
»od 0«. ed.pt«! ordinary
forced many farmers to buy cheap, com- curtains again and flung myself on iny
B.I
butterfat.—John
(ur
producing
with
many the
mon
cows, because
pillow. Something warm and sweet
Taylor, in Hoard'« Dairyman.
wrong idea prevails that it ia numbers seemed to be sweeping over me In
nther than productive capacity that
and
True Measure of Civilization.
waves, and I felt young
counts. American farmers are getting great
world
mure poople close up to some Bort of big
and
this
from
idea,
away
It was delicious, and 1 don't
to know the true value of

ÏÏÏÏSik
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Melting
of Molly
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breed associations of all other classea
of (arm animals, now require that both
■Ire and dam meet the above requirtj
ment before an animal oan be recorded.
The percentage of dairy cattle in the

United States that is regiatered is very
»mall indeed. The Bureau of Animal
Industry, in its report for 1906, estimates
that only 1.07 per cent of the dairy cattle
of the United States are registered. This
is a very small proportion; and it ia evithis
holding
dent that the proportion is increasing
meeting.
* ■% 1'ARK.
The premiums offered by the associa- from year to year, though rather slowly.
tion have been largely increased and
The pure-bred dairy animal is supeAttorneys at Law,
every effort will be made to secure the I rior to the scrub in many ways; the moft
MAINS.
of
and
best
exhibit
largest
dairy
important of which is its greater proïliery C. Park.
ucts ever made at any dairy conference. ductive
fctrtck.
v
capacity. Not all pure-bred aniPremiums offered are as follows:
mals are superior to the scrub from the
standpoint of production, but the majorBITTER
CARL S. 6BIGGS,
2nd
3rd ity are. Some of our breeds of dairy
1st
Dentist
cattle have been selected and bred with
Ola»« 1
much
MAINE.
Til TAKIS,
»3 no #*oo #4 001 this particular end in view for as
Dairy tab, ten pounds
aa a thousand years, and all four of the
A. M. to 5 P. M. EvenClass 2
rs :
breeds are old enough to be
4
6 00
8 00
vraent. Special attention Dairy prints, live pounds
001 principal
n».
very prepotent. According to the law
Class 3
«Iren.
•i veil
of ancestral heredity, the longer a breed
6 00
4
sou
Telephone 143-4
Creamery tub. ten pounds
0o| is selected and
bred with some particuClass 4
lar aim in view, the stronger the traita
4
6 00
Creamery prints, Ave pounds S U0
001 uf character
J A ALDO
become. Can there be any
Class 3
doubt then as to the productive capacity
Pro rata 11 0O. to be divided among the un
»<x>rlDg'JO points an<! over, entered above, I of the pure bred dairy cow ?
pies
but not winning s premium.
Perhaps the second greatest factor in
CHXKSB
favor of the pure-bred is the certainty
Street, rear Masonic Block,
Ter;
Class 6
that excellence will occur. The breed2
4 00
600
001 ers' only practical means of controlling
NORWAY. Cheese exhibit, dairy, plain.
Ttlap'KP« Connection.
7
Class
heredity is through the selection of
4 00
Cheese exhibit, factory, plain 6 GO
breediug stock. Be can only make use
Class 8
of this means of control when he knows
The
Pro rata, 9to be dlvt le I among the sum
the ancestry of his breeding herd.
I
Norway, Maine,
p es of 'airy cheese scoring 90 point- and over, 1 incestry of the pure bred ia open to him
a
not
but
winning
premium.
entered above,
[or study from the pedigree.
AM. CKKAM
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Oxford

ed at my mind and shook out a

willing

!

to confess to Dr. John.

I can t

only

gave me.
I stopped on next to the bottom step
In the wide old hall and called Tom
to turn out the light for me, as Judy
had gone.
I have turned out that light lota of
see
times, but I felt It best to let Tom
were alone.
me in a full'light when we
At first it stunned
It Is well I did!
him, and It la a compliment to any
But Tom
woman to stun Tom Follard.
doesn't stay stunned long, and I only
succeeded In suppressing him after he
had landed two kisses on my shoulder,
of
one on my hair and one on the back

Ruth
go on living this way any longer.
*
Chester has made me see that
and
Alfred It will be now or never
âuick. 1 now know that she loves him.
' l
r.ud she ought to have her show
don't want him. The way she IdoUxes my neck.
*oinand idealizes him is a marvel of

"Molly," he said, standing off and
lookiug at me with shining eyes, "you
like to collect men's are one lovely dream, i our shoulders
other
are
hearts and hide tbem »way from
are flushed velvet, your cheeks
and the help
are
women on cold storage,
peaches under cream, your eyea
red
loss things can't help themselves.
blue absinth and your month a
of
drunk
I
before
get
on
Come
I have couteu.pt for that sort
devil.
whethimtrher and 1 love Ruth!
looking at you." I didn't know
1
matter
down
the
look
It's my duty to
er I liked that or uot and turned
went to
the face before I look
the light quickly myself and
and
If not Alfred, what then?
decide
the gate hurriedly. Torn laughed
of the
First no husband. That's out
behaved himself.
minded
Everybody in town was up to the
question! I'm not strong
a
hotel and everybody was nice to me,
enough to crank my own motorcar
1 Prercr
There is a bunch of
woman suffrage.
and all.

Ä

study

man
suffer at the hands of some cruel
and trust to beguiling him Into dotaf
just as I say. I like men. oantbelp
1 don t
It and want one for my own.
count poor Mr. Carter.
Second, If not Alfred, who? Judge
at
Is ao delightful that I

Wad.

Outlet^

*«j

.
the thought, but "I. mother
und tho»
Adeline's own best
Is so
have Ideas In common. She
would b
usions that living w"h her
iikA having the sacrament for aaiiy
i
Still, living with him mlg
bread.
1 never saw such
have adventures.
eyes! The girl he wanted to marry
of tuberculosis, \«nd he wears a

«M^

died

girls
and they
lovely posy girls In this town

Most of the
all in full flower.
college boys home for vacation, and while they are a few yeara
frienda
vounger than I. I have been
know
with them for always and they
were

men were

I didn't even get near
how I dance.
waa
enough to the wall to know it
there, though I was conscious of Aunt
on It
Bettle and Mrs Johnson sitting
time
at one end of the room, and every
until
I passed them I flirted with them
I wish
I won a smile from them both.
I could be sure of hearing Mrs. Johnson tell Aunt Adeline all about it

(Continued

on

page 4)
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SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.

ig, 1913

KORBES,

j

A. K. Pokbks.

first Baptist Church, Rev. Ii. W. P. Hill, pu
lor.
Proachlng erery Sunday M 10:45 A. M.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening servloe
it 7 :3b.
Prayer Meeting Thursday eTenia« at
: Ju.
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday betöre
All
the 1st Sunday of the month at 2:30 1*. m.
not otherwise connecte«! are cordially Invited.

« »

m

various

Balkan wars

Academy Ha'l, Tuesday evening, Aug.

19. Proceeds for the beat tit of the new
hall of Paris Grange. A dauce will follow the play. Cast as follows:
Squire Brooks, owner of the old uuarry and

A. L. Holmes
Harold Briggs

nephew

Francis Shaw

hand
Ralph Andrews
400,000 lives, and while it is true that Kphrlam Ureeo, a farm of
sheriff
Spring County
from our exalted point of view those Samuel Hunter,
Kalph Easson
so
many Dick w il lard, a tranip
lives do not count as would
Raymond Gates
for
Ben Holy, proprietor of Placer Hotel
Americans, it is an impressive total

the hell of war in one short year. Alto
there is a tin tncial cost of at least a biU
lion and a third, and that bulks large in
our materialistic age.

A. L. Holmes
Mrs Brooks, Squire's wife ..Mrs. A L. Holmes
Bessie Haggctt
Marlou Brooks, their daughter
Nan Cummings, an adopted child
Arllne Crocker
Villagers and miners

Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Ripley of Weston,
and Miss Murdoch of Worcester,
after touring the Maine coast, visited at
(). A. Maxim's on their return home by
After these seven times seven years of way of the White Mountains. Mr. Riprich plenty for the express compauies. ley met here his sister, Miss Emma F.
of Westhey should bo slow in complaining of Kip ley. and Miss Susie Johnson
the comparatively lean years which may ton, Mass., who are spending a week at
follow the reduction of rates made by ran* uni.
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Saturday afternoon at the grounds of
the Country Club the tea was given by
Mrs. Robinson and Mr«. Tme, who inPresident Wllnon's poJttlc»! life la an open
innovation by
book to lil-t countrymen but why »re his golf troduced a very pretty
the erection of tenta decorated with
Kurv« kept secret ?—Chicago Stw.<.
Of what importance are the »cores, as riaUB at the north end of the golf link*
Ion g aü we have learned that "Tut ! aud adjoiuing one of the large greens
Tut !" is the utmost of the president's where the putting contest took place;
ice cream and refreshment« were served
ejaculations on the links ?
aud many of the guest« participated in
the contest which wa« won by Mrs.
Two recent reported discoveries, if
Lyon and Mr. Shaw. The tea for next
near to realizing
come
such,
actually
Saturday afternoon will be given by
some of the dreams of the imaginative Mrs
Thompson and Mrs. Staple« and it ia
writers of romances. One is a methud of
probable that a croquet tournament will
distances
by
at
long
tiring explosives
bo the contest of the afternoon.
it
meaus of infra-red or ultra-violet rays,
News has been received by frienda
is not stated which—perhaps both. The here of the serious illneas of Charles
otf'pr is a process which not only water- Chaat* of Portlaud, a frtquent visitor to
as well as any
pr. <»'■ the filmiest silk»
this villlage.
heavier fabric«, but renders airship covExtensive preparation« are in proers invisible v hen they teach a cer'ain
grès* for the Couutry Club Fair to be
first
the
thing
Of course
height.
held at the house and ground« of tbe
thought of in eo »nection with these dis- club on Knday, Auguat 29th, afternoon
and
to
war,
is
their
coveries
application
aud evening. Many uoveltiea not usualboth are seen to He of groat pos»i bilities ly found will be on sale and there ia
in the gentle art of killing people. Perevery indication that the event will be a
haps they may also have other value.
a moat successful one.
Everybody will
take the opportunity to enj^y tbe "Pop
The Democrat has been favored with a Concert" in the evening and buy an ice
free copy of the speech of Hon. John D. cream or a cold drink.
Works of California, United States sena
Prof. and Mra. W. K. Smith have addtor, in introducing an amendment to the ed greatly to tbe attractiveneaa of their
constitution of the United States pro- summer home in this village by painting
hibiting the sale, manufacture and im- and otherwise iiuproviug the buildings.
It is hardly necessary to call attention
portation of distilled liquor. 1 be seuatoi come» trom a »täte which manufac- to the fact (hat in a lime of such excestures little distilled liquor, but large sive drouth as the present any water
quantities of wine and considerable beer, system that is dependent upon springs
wh.ch are uot prohibited under his pro- has its limitations aud that it is tbe composed amendment. The senator's tem- mon duty of everyone to prevent all
perance speech would be more effective waste of water in the interest of tbe
if it wore not composed of about forty community.
evils of inKev. and Mrs. U. W. P. Hill are spendper cent exposition of the
temperance, and sixty per cent exposi- ing a vacation at Sedgewick and there
tion of the small damage to "business" were no services at the Baptist church
by his measure, com pared to what would Sunday.
be done by prohibiting wine and beer.
Arthur Cole is moving from tbe rent
in A. W. Andrew«' house to hi« farm in
the Partridge District.
The Prince of Mouaco is about to visit
Hannibal H. Emery of Portland, a
Amor ça. He is a gentlemau, a scholar
former resident of Paris Hill, was at tbe
and scientist, of large wealth and high
Mr.
Hubbard House over Sunday.
culture, and he should be received with
has for aeveral years been In
the proper respect due the man who Emery
of the Portland Trust Company
live* o-i the revenue of the biggest charge
safe deposits vaults.
gambling hoine in the world.
Recent arrival« at the Hubbard House:
PercWal J. Parrla, Philadelphia.
Ciovornment Buffalo Herd Increased.
Ultwi KllaV. Smith, Fannie V. Hunt and
The birth of 10 calves in the buffalo Emma P. Hunt, Button.
Jeauette M. Ho-tguian, Providence.
herd maintained by the government on
Mrs. J. L. S. Ailama and Miss L. S. Adams,
the Wichita national forest and game
Philadelphia.
refuge, near Lawton, Oklahoma, has
II. H. Emery. Portland.
Mr. and Mr#. Maurice W. Förster, Dlifleld.
been reported by the game warden io
John R. Trask, Dlxtleld.
charge. The herd now contains a total
C.C Benm>n ami uartT l.cwlston.
of 4S head of full blooded buffalo, or,
Atmnl Whl nev. MU* Whitney. Portland.
which 27 are
mort* properly. bis>>n, of
Col and Mrs Vred N. Dow, Sirs. Wm. C. EaPortland.
ton,
aniof
the
males and 21 female*. AH
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Householder and
mals are io splendid condition.
In 11H)7 the American bison society do- children of Wichita Fails, Texas, are
nated to the federal jjoveri.mpnt a nu- guests of Prof, aud Mrs. YV. K. Smith at
cleus herd of 15 animals which had beeu their summer home here. Mis. Housebred and reared in the New York zoo- holder is a sister of Prof. Smith.
The Baptist Sunday School will hold
logical park. The animals were transported to the Wichita national forest it annual picnic at Peniey's grove. South
wiiich is also a game refuge and placed Paris on Thursday, Aug. 21. A hayrack
uuder the care of the Pvreat Service. carrying members of the achool will
Th*>y readily adapted themselv*» to leave the church at nine o'clock. Paris
tneir new habitat, but the area upon Hill frienda and other« interested are
which tbey were placed was withiu the given a cordial invitation to join in tbe
Texas fever tick pleasures of the day at tbe grove.
z >ne affected by the
and during the two or three year« folTuesday will be a big day at Mr.
lowing their transfer only the constant Case'a Long Look Farm. The Oxford
care and watchfulness of the forest offi- County Holstein Association, the Oxford
the County Dairy Teating Association, and
cers prevented the complete lose of
the Oxford County section of the work
herd.
almost
examined
were
of the Maine Experiment Station bold
The animals
daily to determiue whether they had all day field meetings. Excellent aud
become infested with Texas fever ticks instructiue addresses will be given by
and were placed in specially designed experts on the various subjects pertaincages and sprayed with crude oil at in- ing to cattle in the forenoon and to fruit
A large
tervals of from 15 to 30 days, but not- growing Id the atternoon.
withstanding the extreme precautions crowd is expected.
Marttn
Guests at Chas. Andrews:
which were adopted 3 of the animals
died. Gradually, however, the enclos M. Morrow, wife and two children, Bosconwere
Winnifred
the buffalo
Willi«, Lewiaton;
ures in which
ton; Mim
fined were freed from fever ticks and Miss Emma Ripley and Misa S. John«
buffalo
as
the
Mr.
that
ton, Weston, Mas«.,
there is a possibility
Roy Yorke,
adapted themselves to their new envir- Bethel; Mr. Chas. Chopin, wife and two
imless
or
Mis«
more
became
Sanborn,
onment they
Bethel;
children, Bethel;
disease. No losses from Mr. Edward Ripley and wife, Worcester,
mune to the
Texas fever have occurred for several Mass.
years, and the herd has almost quadrupled in number since it was established.
Denmark.
The fact that the herd has not increasSilver Rebekab Lodge, No. 19, initied more rapidly is due largely to the
preponderance of male calves. This ated four candidates Thursday evening,
characteristic of the buffalo is so pro- 14th. Ice cream and cake were served
nounced in all of the herds now in cap- after the meeting.
Mrs. Minnie F. Hoitham and daughtivity that a cow is considered twice as
ter of Lynn, Mas«., daughter and grandvaluable as a bull.
daughter of A W. Belcher, are «pending
Doubtless the much-talked-of
city is some like boneless codtish.

Hyless Mass.,

excuriioo train
Panerai servicee were held In the UniverMrs. Elsina Coffin, an aged and quite salist church, Rev. J. H. Little officiating
siswith
her
two
feeble widow, living
assisted by Rev. W. C. Curtle of the Conters, fell from a ladder in their Btable to gregational church. He was a member
the floor. Her right arm was broken of Bethel Lodge of F. and A. M., and
above the elbow, the shoulder dislocated bad filled all the chairs and had been
and her head bruised.
D. D. Grand Master, also a member of
the Chapter and Counoii, the I. O. 0. F.
Pond.
Bryant's
and K. of P. The funeral servioes were
Nelson Griffin and family have moved in charge of the Maaona. The floral trifrom the Dudley farm back to the vil- butes were many and beautiful, bearing
lage.
expressions of respect and sympathy.
Rev. S. J. Oldaker and family moved
Thursday the Ladies' Club held its an»eautiful flower«.
from the parsonage this week and will nual midsummer fair in Garland Chapel.
Mr. and Mr«. Edwin J. Mann wero
settle in Levant, Maine.
Tables of fanoy work, useful articles,
?ue*U of Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Mann at
Thursday evening, Aug. 21st, there home-made candy and ice cream drew e
Sorway Sunday, Aug 10th.
concert at the opera
a grand
will
be
and at 0:15 P. M. 100 were
Mr and Mrs. Charles Hammond of house under the direction of W. S. large number,
served «upper. At 8 o'clock the church
M
S rat'ford Hollow, N. B., Mr.
of Bethel, who has engaged was filled to listen to the concert, which
K S Briggs of Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Wight
Maine's favorite soloists, Mr. and Mrs. was of high order.
The progrsm
Nod I. Swan of Bryant Pond, have be n
Ernest J. Hill of Portland, who will be given; Harriet Ware accompanied Miss
recent guests at G. L. Briggs
accompanied by a talented soprano.
Rice when she rendered Miss Ware's
Mrs. Elva E. Locke has purchased a
The Whitman Library lot is being im- composition.
house at Woodfords, where she will
A
of
line.
wall
along the street
Many thanks are due the artists who
make her future home with her daugh- provedand
cement is being laid and posts so
stone
kindly contributed to the success of
ter Mrs. Harold Gerrlsb, and famdy.
material
erected.
same
of the
the fair with this delightful concert.
Mrs. Locke bas a large circle of friends
Carroll Farnum cut off his big toe on
Wednesday evening Aug. SO, W. S.
who regret her removal, and whose good
the right foot with an ax Monday.
Wight, with Mr. Ernest Hill of Portland,
wishes will go with her to her new
Gibbs Wyman of Abington is visiting assisted by Rev. J. A. Betcber, will give
home. Her daughters, Mr«.J.L. Mar
bis daughter, Mrs. J. E. Hathaway.
Mr. Wight ii
a concert in Odon Hall.
»hall of Burlington, Vt., and Mr». Ger
The number of summer visitors Is largwell known, not only in Bethel but
risb, are with her, and will remain until er than any previous season. Outside too
all tbrogh the state, for his success in
the goods are packed. Mrs. Locke wi
of the village at Dudley Cottage there his music classes, to need any introduc■ell her property here.
are also thirty people.
tion, and Mr. and Mrs. Hill are amon^
Mrs Nutting and daughter In* and
The gueBts of Mr. and Mrs. Horatio the real artists of Maine in festival and
Charles Meader of Auburn have been reBryant this week are Mrs. George Wil- chorus music. The program will consist
cent visitors at Levi Shedd's.
liamson, South Boston, Miss Helen Su- of solos, duets, trios and qnartetts and
A hearing was held in Centennial Hal
derwick of Cliftondale, Mass., Mrs. Hil- Mr.
Wight baa been very successful In
Tuesday in relation to the insurance up- dred
Murch, Warren, N. H., Mr. and his work all through the state of Maine,
on tue Walter Rowe buildings on Pioneer
Mrs. Chas. K. Dunham. South Paris.
and a fine concert is predicted.
Street, which were burned Sunday mornGould Academy will open for the new
ing, July I3fh. County Attorney Dyer
Dickvale.
year Sept. 9. The villiage schools will
of Bucktield and Insurance CommissionMr. and Mrs. Lowell Shaw of Buckopen Sept. 8th.
er J. W. B unt of Augusta were present
field are visiting the latter'« parents,
at the investigation.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wyman.
ttuckfleld.
Mies Abbie Curtis of Norway, who hat
Mis« Sidelinger, who baa been caring
Mr. and Mrs. Guy 0. Gardner of Dix.
been visiting Mrs. Sara E. Curtis,
for her sister, Mrs. Ray Tyler, has refield were the guoata of hia parents, Mr,
turned home Saturday.
I turned home.
and Mrs. Eugene Gardner, Sunday.
Cyrus C. Dearborn died very «uddenlj
Mrs. Edith Chenery and Mr«. B. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Bisbee and Misi
Weduesday afternoon at tbe age of
Cusbman spent a day in the past week
Last fall Mr. Dearborn fell from
Marion Tburlow of North Ansou were
vears
Herman
Fuller.
with Mr«.
the guests of Mrs. Bisbee's sister, Mrs.
the roof of a two-story building and iu
Charles Card of Brockton, Mas«., is
Sadie Robinson, Saturday and Sunday.
iured his bead so badly that bis mind
a
with
his
few
daughter,
spending
day«
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley DeCoster and
was unbalanced and he was sent to the
Mr«. Will Child.
three children were tbe guests of Ellerj
insane asylum at Augusta, where he re
Mrs. Winthrop Matthew«, an old and
DeCoster at Turner, Sunday.
roained for aeveral weeks. Since his
citizen of thia place, died at
I
William Brldgbam, who has been io
turn he has complained of his head and respected
the borne of her son, Cbas. Matthews,
Rumford for tbe past few days, bas re
heart, but has been able to drive or walk
Cth of cancer. The funeral was
Aug.
turned home.
around tbe village. After eating a heartj held from the borne
I
Friday. Rev. Mr.
Addison Obieles of New York, bai
dinner he attended to hi« horse> anc
officiated.
The flowers were
I
Qilkey
been tbe guest of Mr. and Mrs. Cbarlei
then went across the street to Adnej
and beautiful.
many
for tbe past few days.
Tuell's stable, where he sat down U
Mrs. Dan Sargent and son Wilmot are Witblngton
talk Very soon he said, "I feel
Mr. G. B. Spaulding, Mrs. H. F. Raw
relatives in Hale.
I
visiting
and died before a phy«ician arrived. H«
son and Mr. and Mrs.J.E. Warren return
Herbert Fuller of Hale is helping bit
ed home Monday from an automobil«
was a native of Saccarappa now West
son Herman for a few days.
I
brook, Maine. Tbe funeral was h«lc
tbrongh Aroostook County.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Harlow of Worthley trip
from his late home Friday afternooon
Mrs. Abbie Rand of Portland has bene
Pond spent Sunday at E. 0. Child's.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Chaffit
Rev F. B. Pine of the Methodist churcl
at the farm and has been looking up ole
officiating, and the burial was at West
Hebron.
hereabouts.
Pari« cemetery.
Mr«. Bracy Bean passed away last acquaintances
Miss Louise Buck has been the guesi
Frank A. Hill's family and otbei I
after several weeks' severe illThursday,
guests are at Camp Evergreen at Locke i ness. The funeral at the bouse Monday of relatives here for a few days.
Mrs. Minnie Chase of Brownville Me.
Mills, for a few days' outing.
was largely attended.
The interment
E. H. Brown of Rumford Falls anc
has been tbe guest ot Mils Sadie Spauld
was at Maple
I
neat
cemetery
Ridge
H irace Andrews of Bethel were in towi
I Grange Hall. Mr, Bean lain very poor log for a week.Ricker and Barbara havi
Mrs. Louise
Friday to attend tbe funeral of C. t health, and much sympathy is felt foi
been with Mrs. Carrie Ricker in Sabattui
Dearborn.
I him and bin two little daughters.
lAAr tUQJ c.n.
for a visit.
Mr. and Mm. Will Hibbs and daughter
Mrs. Walter Pike, of Floral Park, N. Y
C. C. Dearborn died suddenly Aug. 13 I and James Hibbs of Stonebam, Mass.,
at the home of A. R.
Tuell, where he and Mrs. Horatio Bumpus of Wakefleld, has been tbe guest of her brother, C. S
Childs.
wan calling.
Mr. Dearborn fell from tbi I Mass., are at Fred Marshall's.
Mr. Arthur Newton has been appointee
roof of tbe Finnish church last fall anc
Frank Keaselbuth and Dr. Frank
Post-Master and Miss Josie Sbaw wil
He leaves J II Watson of
never fairly recovered.
Roxbury, Mass., spent Suu- take the assistants place. Miss Sha«
widow but no other relatives in this sec day at W. A. Bartlett's. Dr. Watson
ha* bad charge of the office during thi
tion. The funeral was Friday, Aug. 15, I has a patient at the Sanatorium.
caused by tbe death of Mr. Cole
at 2 o'clock.
I will say to to the Greenwood corres- lapse
Mrs. Emily Field is having a hec pondent that my father was born in Car- Mr. Newton has been efficient and court
house built. Geo. Gibbs of North Parii ver, Mass., May 8tb, 1789. The family eout station agent for tbe Maine Centra
Railroad here for several years and tbesi
is doing the work.
came to Hebron July 5th, 1798, when
same qualities will make him a populai
Geo. Robinson lost his horse recently. I Hebron was almost a wilderness.
officer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hammond arc
Mrs. N. D. Harlow, a former resident public
Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. Waite bave beet
visiting her brother, G. L. Briggs, and of this place, is now visiting old friendt
family. Mr. and Mrs. Hammond speni here. Hebron Grange gave ber a re- with their daughter, Mrs. Ernest Gould
Aug. 15 with ber sister, Mrs. Ada Swan, ception at Grange Hall Wednesday. Mrs. of Freeport for a short visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bennett are receiv
at Bryant's Pond.
Harlow now lives with her daughter in
ing congratulatlous on the birth of i
Chas. Damon is visiting at M. D I
Neponset, Mass.
daughter born Sunday.
Fobs'.
Mrs. Eugene Gardner left Tbursdaj
East Sumner.
I
Greenwood.
for Dixfield where she will visit be:
on the foundations for the new
Work
While that heavy rain a few weeks
0. Gardner.
iron bridge is nearly completed, and the son, Guy
Leunard Robinson and daughter Elli
ago did a lot of good, and also the light I
will
soon
in
be
bridge
place.
er oues since, they are all in the past and
I Road Commissioner S. G. Barrett is in of Concord, Maas., were the guests oi
the corn Is again rolling up the same at
Mrs. Mert Robinson Wednesday.
of a crew widening and improvcharge
Mr. and Mrs. William Bridgbam wer«
before; also the wells and small stream!
the main street in the place, and
ing
are failing for want of rain.
in East
Auburn Thursday visiting
I
a job is on band.
quite
Tbe haying season is generally sup
friends.
Lauren Keene is quite poorly, but is
1
Ernest Atwood, who has been spend
posed to be praotically past by the mid' I
under the treatment of Dr. E.
die of August, yet there Is some to be improving
I J. Marston, who baa returned from a ing tbe past few days in Bocton, bas re
cut yet, and It has been known to hold
turned home.
two weeks' vacation in western Maine
out far into September.
and New Hampshire, making the trip by
Blueberries, raspberries, blackberries, I anto.
Esit Waterford.
cucumbers, string beans, green peas,
Allie Iriab bas been delivering tbe
Cleon Johnson of Ipswiob, Mass., is al
green apple sauce and pies,new potatoes, mails on the R. F. D.
by auto for a few H. B. Dougbty's for a visit. Bis mother,
till these are in order, and the saying is
days, as Elroy Russell is taking a vaca- Mrs. Winfiuid Johnson, came with him
true that people in the country can live
to remain two days.
I tion.
now the cheapest of any time in the
Samuel Smith of Fairfield, formerly ol
Again we remind the members of tbe
year. It cannot be very crossing now to 123<1 Maine Association that the annual North
Waterford, and daughter, Mrs,
dispense with fresh meat at twenty-five meeting will bo held at South Paris on Lillie
Pringle of Chicago, spent a day
cents a pound.
I
and
21.
night at B. G. Mclntire's.
The report is that Harry Swift has Tbnrsday, Aug.
Tbe Sumner Soldier* Veteran AssoE. F. Richardson, lecturer of the
married a wife, and his former houseciation will meet at East Sumner on Massachusetts State Grange, was a guest
keeper, the widow Berrick, has returned Wednesday,
Aug. 27. As usual, a good at L. E. Mclntire's while here to speak
to her home on Patch Mountain.
dinner will be served free to those at- before Pomona Grange at South WaterOur recent visitors and callers were
I
ford Tuesday. B. G. Mclntire spoke at
the widow Lydia Bryant and sister ol tending.
Survivor« of Co. C, 8th Maine, and Co. the same meeting on "Taxation."
Freeport. Monday Floyance Bryant vis- F. 9th Maine
J. E. Mclntire's cousin, Mrs. George
Regiment«, are to bold
ited her brother, Daniel Bryant, and the
their annual reunion at Carl Abbott's, (Morse) Merrill of Reading, Mass., arriv
following evening by invitation the I
on
Sumner,
Wodneiriay, Aug. 20. Let ed Wednesday for a visit.
neighbors came In and she gave us an these reunion« of the few old vets be
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Mclntire are spendoutline history of her reeent visit to Euwell attended while life I« «pared, for ing a week at Pine Lodge.
more
than
a
of
mention
hardly
rope;
tbe last roll call will soon be past.
Irving Morey is taking a vacation,
which can be given here.
owing to having caught two fingers io
She embarked at Montreal, and alMason.
the hay fork.
though the ship stopped several hours
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Morrill, Mr. and
at Quebec, she did not leave ontil it
Mrs. Douglas« Cushing, and F. I. Bean
Oxford.
reached Glasgow. The convention over,
attended Pomona Grange at Waterford
A grange picnic was held Wednesday
she next visited England, Holland, and
Tuesday.
at Merrill Brackett's grove.
next Switzerland, ascending a mountain
I S. Westleigb and son have purchased
Quite a number from here attended
on an eloctric to the region of eternal
the grass on W. D Mills' meadow near tbe M. E.
oamp meeting at Empire camp
snow; then Germany and finally France, West Bethel.
grounds.
coming home by the same route, and on I
who has been working
Cushing,
Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson of Lynn are
I he water about nine days each way.
I for Elmer Morrill of Norway, returned stopping at tbe Pines.
She showed ua quite a number of silhome Monday, and is now working for
Mrs. Towne of Bridgton is visiting
ver and copper ooins, such as are used in
E. H. Morrill and John Westlelgh in tbe Mrs
George Cash.
tbe countries visited, all of whlob wonld
I
woods.
is to be a drama, "The Country
There
compare favorably with Uncle Sam's
Mr. and Mrs. Cbanning Grover and
Minister," presented here Friday evenbeat work. She also showed us several
little daughter were in town this week ing by a
mineral specimens, both polished and in
party from Camp Casco.
at E. A. Grover's.
Leon Cash is working at Norway.
the rough, which to me at leaat were visiting
E.
Morrill
H.
bad
tbe
I
misfortune to
highly interesting. Miks Bryant has lose a
yearling steer recently.
now gone to Connecticut to visit her sisMiss Fannie Westleigb visited her
Horace H. Hall died suddenly Monter.
Mrs. E. B. Mason, at West Bethel day, Aug. 11. Mr. Hall bad been io
This week they are making the rough sister,
last week.
poor health for two years or more, but
places smooth and the crooked straight
Meli Mason and orew have finished bad been able most of tbe time to attend
on the road to Locke's Mills.
the gnus on the Beasie Mills to hia business. He was the bookkeepei
Thanka to the friend who sent us the cutting
estate.
for tbe Robinson Manufacturing Co.j
two copies of;Zion's Advocate. The paC. P. Hutchinson is working for Ell and had held that position for abont
pera are well filled with religious and Grover.
twenty years. He leaves a widow and
secular matter, the moat Intereatlng arMr. and Mrs. Cyrus Mills returned one son. The funeral servloes were held
ticle of tbe latter type being entitled,
home from Northwest Albany laat Sun- at his late residence
Thursday, Rev. Mr.
"The Dead Sea of the New World." We

re^

..

bad read of that
much in

never so

F. G. Sloan baa finiahed haying. Sunhe carried bis nephews, Kenneth
and Theodore, to Bethel, and from there
tbey went home by train. Monday he
carried Mrs. W. S. Sloan and two girls
home to Norway.
Misa Alta Cummlngs baa gone to Lewlaton.
Mrs. George Connor and daughtet
at S. G. Bean'».
Card of Ttuok».
their vacation with him and Mrs. Lila apeot Tuesday
Wallace Cumminga has finished hayto express our sincere Belcher.
We wish
for S. G. Bean and helping bii
Miss Marion Lord of Cambridge ia ing
thanks to our neighbors and friends fur
brother Allen.
their sympathy and help during oor re- al«o «pending her vacation with Mr. and
K. T. Judkins baa got his hay and
cent bereavement, also for the beautiful Mrs. A. W. Belcher.
oats and gone home.
It ia reported that the corn «bop will
flowers furnished.
The Commlngs«a and Connors went
start about Sept. 5.
Mb». Mat kick Nkwton.
Not
on Grover Mountain.
The dry spell «till continues in thla bluuberrying
JJk. and Mas. A. C. Aykk.
M thick m usual.
section.
Evkjuktt V. AYJU*
I

day

J

subject before, but day.
detail, and all the
clearly.
I Mrs.

points presented so
Albany.

la

t

Weit Sumner.
visitHIm Ade Heath of Bnokfield la
Heath.
ing her brother, H. T.
Mrs. H. P. Atwood baa been stopping
old
with Mrs. Ryerson and calling on
friends.
T. P. Hollia and family spent Sunday
with lira. Hollia* mother, Mrs. Ryerson.
Is a success and will continue till and including
in
Mr. and Mra. George Dyer are
SATURDAY, AUGUST 23.
Lewlston for a few daya.
has
Mra. Evie Burke of Canton, who
has
been visiting with H. H. Barrows,
will be the 1 If« want to mention a few of our leading bargain*!
gone to Sumner, where she
now
KEN'S CALF OXFORDS Commodore $4 00 grade
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tuttle.
now 1295
Edson Keef, accompanied by his wife, JEN'S CALF OXFORDS Walk Over «4.00 grade
!
LawMra.
00
Fitzu
#4
mother,
Keefa
Mra.
now
OXFORDS
grade
CALF
son and
|2.95
KEN'S
made the trip : «EN'S CALF OXFORDS Button Fitzu |4 00 grade
°ow 12.95
rence, of Lawrence, Maaa.,
now |2
here by auto, calling on frienda all along IIEN'S RUSSIA CALF Oxford* Walk Over $4 00 grade
»ow |2.:*5
the route. Wednesday they dined with MEN'S RUSSIA CALF Button Oxfords Fitzu *4 00 grade
now |2 25
Mrs. Koietta Ryerson.
WOMEN'S CALF BUTTON and Blucber *5.00 grade
into
Dow 11.25
Herbert H. Barrows has moved
WOMEN'S PATENT BUTTON $2.00 grade
now 12.25
Mra. D. L. Farrar'a bouae on High WOMEN'S CA LF OXFORDS «3 00 grade
DOW *|,(55
Street.
WOMEN'S PATENT BUTTON Oxford»» «2 50 grade
DOW 11.85
WOMEN'S CALF BUTTON Oxfords $2.50 grade
Biucber
and
$3.50
grade
now f: ,vj
WOMEN'S RUSSIA CALF Oxfords Button
00
Blucber
•£;
and
Bmtou
grade
Rear Admiral and Mrs. Robert E. WOMEN'S RUSSIA CALF Oxfords
now 4 ! 26 and *2 «»)
anPeary observed tbeir allver wedding
now ft 2t,
on WOMEN'S PUMPS «3 00 grade
home
tbeir
at
Monday
niveraary
now 12.25
proper- WOMEN'S BROWN NUBUCK PUMPS *1.00 grade
Eagle Iaiand. Or to put it more25tb
00
now 92.00
anPUMPS
*5
NUBUCK
grade
ly Monday waa the date of the a num- WOMEN'S GREY
Dow > I ..V).
WOMEN'S CALF and KID Oxfords $2 00grade
niversary of tbeir wedding, and
ber of their frienda remembered them by
aending carda of congratulation, dowers
and other simple tokens of esteem.

bar sl»t#r, !

Eaated

»"«j

I

visiting

lira. Axel Bryant
Sunday morning Rev. Mr. Sutphcn of Mrs. D. ▲. Tharstou, at Rum ford Cor-1
Cleveland, Ohio, preached a most Interest- ner. Mra. Frank Reed la keeping house
ing aermon in the Congregational ohurob. daring ber abaeoce.
Rev. W. E. Oartia, paator of the ConThe ewallowa chatter »boat their flight.
Mr. and Mrs. Gay ton Abbott of D«nThe cricket chirps like a rare good fellow, gregational chnrob, preached in Gorham,
on relative in
▼er, Colo., Are calling
The alter« twinkle In clatter« bright,
laat
Maine,
Sunday.
While the corn growa ripe and lhe applet
are town.
C.
T.
and
Mra.
Rev.
Chapman
mellow.
Mra. Herbert Crooker of Sontb Paria
—Celta Thaxter.
attending the Methodiat Camp Meeting. la »lilting relatives and friends In town.
Miaa Nellie Burbank, who baa been
The many frlenda of Mra. May Grant
with her niece, who la atlll In the Central
"T!« well to walk with a cheerful heart
ill at
wiH
regret to learn that abe ia quite
Wherever our fortune* call,
Maine General Hoapltal, returned laat
Falla.
Rumford
With a friendly glance and an open hand,
aa
Taeadaj. Mlaa Menden la reported
And a gentle word for all.
Mlaa M. M. Madden returned to B iagaining.
ton Monday, after a two weeka' vacation
Warm days and cool night«.
C.
J.
Billing«
Wedoeadajr evening
at Ontaide Inn.
Frosts may aoon be expected.
away after a long iilneea. Mr.
Mra. May Kimball entertained a party
The drouth la faat killing vegetation.
illlings had been Post-Master ainoe of nine at ber cottage Toeaday.
Thunder was heard sonth ana east of Aug. 9, 1898.
Belle Cbaae of Dixfleld ia vlalting ber
Bethel Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. Billings waa born In Woodatock
Mr. and Mra. Oacar Brown.
from
town
was
in
Grover
pareota,
Teresa
Mra.
May 8,1840, the aon #f Silaa and Abagail
Mra. Clara Goodwin and ber daughter
South Paris the middle of last week.
Billinga. At the age of eighteen be went Dorla are at Meohanlo Falla, the gneata
Rev. F. C. Beeman of Wakefield, Mass., to Farmington to work at hia trade of
of Mr. and Mra. John Gould.
is visiting W. ▲. Farweil and family.
blackamitb; March 20, 1861, be married
Miss Gladys Cobb of Sonth Paris has Sarah Francee Kilgore and two children
been visiting her grandmother, Mrs. were born to them.
Robert who la
Wilson's Mills.
Mary Lowell, and her ancles, In and married and Uvea in Dorcbeater, and
George Stearna from New Hampahire
Hazen Lowell.
Alice who waa a very talented young
la a gnaat at D. C. Bennett'a. He waa
Edgar and Elbert Briggs went to the
lady, who died a few yeara ago.
well Known here a number of yeara ago
last
In 1868 Mr. Biilinga came to Bethel
upper settlement of Mason one day
week on a sight-seeing trip, and re- and carried on the trade of blackamitb aa a very aaoceaafal banter.
Frank Bennett of Rumford ia a visitor
turned the same day, walking not far ang carriage meker until bia appointto bla ancle, H. G. Bennett.
from twelve miles.
ment as poetmaater, which office he
Raspberries very plenty and of a fine
Mrs. Edith Stiles, widow of the late filled to the satisfaction of hia patrona,
quality this season.
Henry Stile«, died in the Central Maine always pleasant and obliging.
R. A. Walker baa finished cooking for
General Hospital Taeaday, and was burIn 1911 Mr. and Mra. Biilinga celeat
to oook
ied here Thursday, the fanerai being brated their golden wedding, in which E S. Bennett and baa gone
R. Co.'a boarding bouse at Bemia.
held in Union church.
their neighbors joined in a most pleasant the A.
New piers of cemented stone are to be
Mrs. Ella Â. Wight of South Paris, manner. Mr. Billings baa alao aerved
to tbe
and her sister, Miss Edith A. Briggs of bia town as selectman, always courteous put beneath the bridge leading
place. Fred Jordan of
Norway, visited tbeir father, Edwin R. and kind, be was surrounded by a large Alvan Wilson
of tbe work.
la
Briggs, and two brothers, on Sunday olrcie of friends, and will be missed in Colebrook taking charge
last, coming and returning on the Berlin the cummunity and by bis neighbors.

'odge

play.

have cost

Mrs^G

Locke's Mills.

Bethel.

Wut Bethel.
Buttercup» nodded ud aald "Goodby I"
Clover and dal*y veal off together,
Bat the fragrant water Ulis» lie
Yet mooted la the golden Aurait weather.

mu*
au^es

played.

•'The Brookdale Karm,"..
(toy Harte, a youn* farmer
Ulibert Dawson, Mrs. Brooks'

c.

Ï3 Mrs^Kmma

Fred Shaw an I Miss Robinson won from Raymond AtwoJd and Miss Josephine Cole. 1 up.
Urlan<l Daniels and Miss Mary Case won
from Mr. At wool and Mr. Lunt, 4 up 1 to play.
Mr. Knickerbocker and Miss Harper won from
Mr. Staples and Mrs. Lunt, 3 up, 2 to play.
Walter Leonard and Miss Helen Cole won
from Henry Shaw and Miss True, 2 up, 1 to

country.

»g^

Mr. .nd Mr.. E. F. Brno«*
Jr. Josephine Johnson, Mis. WSrt
W. Mann, and
V. Smith spent a portion of last week a
)avis A Hill's camp at Locke s
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Briggs were recent
rue»ta of Mrs. Sara E. Cnrtls.
Mr. and Mr«. Elmer Steven« of Gor
,am
N. H., were guests Tuesday of
Ur and Mrs. Frank L. Willis.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett D. Tnell of We
Upton, Mass., who are on a motor tri»
\
Maine, have been recent guests <•«
'rinnds at
0St 1 ÄTI8.
Mr?. Frauk L. Willie wlahe« to tliauk
i he many friends who so kindly sent
tl>
| rreeMogs and remembrances during
three weeks that Bhe has been su»hieb
Vriug from diseased nerves,
Also to the Rebekah
(
deafness.
for the large post card «bower and

rKXLIMI.N ABIES.

at Kenuebunkrti.iug!) it does not run into
port,
the hundreds of thousands, Maine keeps
in the swim with the big resorts of the

with Mrs. Dsn»

'.Balden,

K >binsoo, defeating in the finals Mr.
Knickerbocker and Miss Harper. The
players and results were as follows:

jowe'.ry rubbery

duets and

a very delight
ul lawn party Friday
o 5 o'clock in honor of beir gue-t,, M.m
Refresn
Uliao Tibbetts of Portland.
nents were served and a very pleaaan

—

even

®ann®r'

isolated by local talent by

AÄa
*Mr«.' F. E. Wheeler gave

golf

Knickerbocker and Miss Harper won
Having been barred by the California
from Waiter Leonard and Miss Helen Cole, 5 up
anti-alien laws from holding land in 4 to
play.
that state as individuals, the Japanese
FINALS.
be organizing corporations
are said to
Fred Shaw and Miss Itoblnson won from Mr.
discovered
bold
land, they having
which
Knickerbocker and Miss Harper,4 up3 to play.
that corporations can do things which
Mrs. Ellen F. Cummings, after a visit
individuals can nat. And the Americans
at W. H. Cummings', returned Thursday
have only themselves to thank for havto her home in Mechanic Falls.
ing taught the Japanese that fact. It is
Members of Paris Grange, assisted by
to
a simple case of chickens come home
South Parin local talent, will present the
roost.
Brookdale Farm," at
"The
drama,

te»

ka

~

days

SKMI FINALS.
k'red Shaw and Miss Itoblason won from Or
land Daniels and Mtss Mary Case, 2 up 1 to

_|ii

Än,

Thompson

liere and There.

pleasing

»t

plew

.®f ,lfJrJ?0Df

Maine Keg
Aug. .'1—Reunion of Tweuty third
for their vacation.
1 nient, Smth Pari'»
of
Dr. and Mrs. William
l.ewlston.
State
Pair,
—Maine
I
4
Sept
con
on
vote
Yarmouth were guests at Mrs. ThompSept. 4—3|>eclal »täte election, to
stUutlonal amendments.
the past week.
son's a few
Sept. a, 10, 11—Oxford County Pair.
There was plenty of interest manifestSept. IS, 17. IS— Androscoggin Valley Pair, 1
tournaed in the mixed foursome
Canton.
Andover.
Sept. .'J, Jt oxford North fair,
ment on Friday and Saturday, and some
Pair,
»,
Pryeburg
j—Wc-t
Oxford
I,
t
|M
Sept
The tournawere
-Annual mect'ng Maine Dairymen s close contests
Ikv
1
Fred Shaw and Miss
ment was won
Association, I.ewlston.

Pinal Clearance Price«.
»ur Ausust Clearance Sale.
Notice
Hoc-» Backache Worry You.
Ketl K-late For Sale.
C 1$. Cum tilings A Sons.
Sale of Dress Uoods.
Ply Net.
Paris Tru-d Company.
Atherton Pnmlture Store.

hu.

b.r.

very

he afternoon.
,nd evening tor benefit of the L. S. C. o
he F B. church.
Mm. Lqq. S.w.11 Herlick went lo
»ortland last Friday on her way to
N. H.. wh«r. .h. hM
She visits
t«ach the coming year,
ter cousin, Mr». Charles A.. Noyes, and
W. Dyer, at Little Diamond
I1M

Lyman

ADVKKTISEMESTS.

8h.

reader and a very

a

irove'rDlaniit. There will be food *çe
rem ind c£e for sale at 4 o'clock In

Hill Saturday, where Ihey will remain

by

in

entirely

playlets

ÄÄ
soloe, °f„rSîf

,K

—

The

öraoge Hall, Wadne«day evening,

20. at 8 o'clock.
Urt. Mary Balllla will give an
.•« urogram
of monologue«,

lue

...

—

With a

»Mit

Mr

Mr*. E. H. Jackson baa gone to visit
her friend, Mrs. J. P. Heering, at Fortune Kocks, a few days.
Trhms
#l_V) a year If paid sirlcUy In advance. I
At the annual meeting of the Paris
Otherwise #.i.uo a year. Single copies ♦ cents
Hill Library Association held at Hamlin
All legal advertisements Memorial Hall last Wednesday the old
ADYKKTMRmMTS :
arc given three consecutive Insertions for 91 St)
board of officers was re-elected as folInch
In
length of column. Special conper
tr.uet* m:»-le with local, transient and yearly low»:
advertisers.
1'res —Mr* Henry D. Hammond.
Vice-Pres.—Mr». Jarvls M. Thayer.
New type, fast presses, electric
.'oh I'ui.n ri.su
Sec.—Mm. S. A. Cummings.
ami low prices
Tre as.—Mrs. J. C. Cumin lugs.
power, experience I workmen
coiiMne tu make thisdepartment of our busl
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Medlicott of New
nr« complete and popular.
York with two sons were guests of Mr.
Mr.
*nd Mrs. Chas. L. Case last weak.
snCLE COPIKJl.
Modlicott is manager of the Atlas Insurarc four cents
I)km*k'kat
of
Thk
Single copies
ance Company.
each. They will be malle«) on receipt of price by
Mrs. Clayton K Brooks visited frieuds
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
on
and Saturday.
been
placed
m Woolwich last Friday
single copies of each I »sue have
sale at the following places In the County :
Kimball C. Atwood, Jr., of New York,
Howard's Drug Store.
South Pari-»,
»ud Miss Elizabeth Nevius of Trenton,
ShurtlelT* t>rug Store.
N. J., were guests of friends at Paris
Novet Urug Store.
Norway,
Stone's l»rug Store,
Hill last Tuesday.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
liucktleld,
Clayton K. Brooks of Boston arrived
Mrs Harlow, Post OMce.
I'.irls Hill.
here Saturday and will remain with hit
Samuel T. White.
ff.'Jt Paris,
family for his annual vacation.
Charles E. Case of New York and bis
Events.
Coming
Case, arrived at Paris
brother,

NEW

Mary Ballll«, author^tertainer, «*iated by local mualcal talent, at We«

9h.
SÄ."«..
September and gave

Parts MIL

Proprirtitra.

Ukukok M. Atwood.

]

rHE OGINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

South Paris, Maine,

Wut Parla.

ME OXFORD BEARS.

KSTABLISHKD 1SSS.

North Waterlord.

MaoKay officiating. The Odd Fellows
held the servloes of their order. Flowers were sent by many friends, by tbe
Hebron oompany by whioh he was employed,

Meli Knight baa gone to
Sanatorium again for treatment.
Mrs. Lilla Bennett ia visiting at Mrs.
E.J. Page's, also Mrs. Rilla Marston.
There are five boarders from Milton,
Mass., at Mrs. Annie Hazelton's. A. B.
Cooper and Robert Mitchell came re-

Congregational cburcb of wblob be
was a member, the Lodge of Odd Fellows, tbe employees of the Robinson
Manufacturing Co., and many others
tbe

from relaivee and friends.
Mr. Hall
waa much esteemed by ell who knew
him. He bad held many offloea of pnbcently.
M*1- am* Mrs. Clayton Molntlre and lio trust. He was trustee and treaearei
Mrs. L. B. Molntlre are spending the of the Freeland Holmes Library, sucweek at Pine Lodge.
ceeding tbe late F. B. Andrews in that

B. J. and L. A. Flint, who have been
at Bath with tbe animals a few days,
oame home Monday.
Annie York was a guest of Mrs.
Ernest Paine one day last week.
Tonr correspondent called oa Mrs. M.
M. Davia, who baa been oonfined to her
bed for a long time, and found her tell*

I Ing slowly.

office. Mr. Hall will be greatly missed
In bis family, In tbe oburoh, by bis many
friends and in all movements for advancing tbe best interests of tbe commuflity. Mrs. Charles Hall of Massachusetts,
Mrs. Marsh of Anburn, Mr. Libby of
Portland and others came to attend the
funeral. Tbe interment was at Westbrook.

Struck by an auto truck on Danforth
Street, Portland, Tuesday, Arthur DeInWolfe, son of John DeYVolfe, was
atantly killed, bis bead being crushed.
The boy was seven years of ige.

Our Soda Fountain
is

a

price la

a

low

SALE

Norway, Maine.

Telephone 38-2.

BLUE STORES

and Cotlee Ice Cream 5 and

with Ice Cream 5

or

CLOSES RATURD1Î WIGHT, Al'tJUHT ii:»ril.

E. N. SWEn SHOE CO,

10 cents.

All kinds of Sodas—Plain

Kul.r

Opera House Block,

busy place these days

Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry

regular price

price.

cents.

and
College Ices with all the popular Fruits and Sauces 5

10

cents.

People
anywhere.

say

we

serve the

Come in and

best Sodas and Ice Cream
if it is not

see

to be

fouud

so.

III UIUI

The

MAINE

PARIS,

SOUTH

$22

Star»

CASTORIA
Tki Kill Yu Hm Alvajs Biuftt

$15

Men's Suits

and

$16

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

Clearance Prices
Day Now

on

Ready-to-Wear

all

well as goods by the yard
Goods,
in order to clean up stocks in preparas

ation for the new fall goods that
have already begun to arrive.

Ready-to-Wear Department.,

Ladies' Suits and Coats.
What we have left at half

and less.

price

Ladies' Silk, Wool and Wash Dresses
at a saving of fully 33 1-3 per cent and in
at even a

some cases

greater saving.

Natural Linen Suits.
Only three left. Values from

$9.00

to 13.00,

priced

3.95 each.
Wash Dress Skirts.
One lot colored skirts, worth $1.00, priced 59 cents
each. Others at a saving of 25 to 33 1-3 per cent.

Keystone Rompers
than regular price.
The

at

25

to

Knit and Muslin Underwear.
Odd lot and broken sizes put in

A Genuine Panama

33 1-3 per

at about

half

quick selling.

We Announce First Showing of
New Tailored Suits for Fall.

to remain,
Yours

•

75
57
50

44

...

I

!
X.

&
>V'

/•

I

•;<

W

$

1V
¥

Very Truly,

p

x

Dear Friends of
Paris and Vicinity

A

1

:

't-

have had
four
store—in
our
only
to
enlarge
You will find at
months of business.
This letter

explains why

we

VSN
X

I

I

Norway, a complete
line of Home Furnishings and at the
lowest prices. When YOU are in town,
our two

stores in

»V«

x

»
*

whether in need of anything in our line
YOU are welcome ; it
or not, come in.
is no trouble to show goods. At this
time I wish to thank you, one and all,
for your past patronage and solicit your

I
I
&

future,

Very Truly,

.X

s

RANDALL 0. PORTER.

Norway, Aug. 14th, 1913.

kV

à
1

Hardware

description and bearing the
mark of quality, is for sale at hardware
Of every

the store of

J. P. RICHARDSON,
Maine.

South Paris,
Keep

44

•*

14

44

44

ONE PRIOE CASH STORE.

NORWAY,

%

Valve

A little out of our line but we happen to have them
and want to close them out and we shall have no more :
79 cents per dozen
Quirt Jar»,

Jars,
i-a Pint Jars,
4-ounce Jars,

K*'

à

JARS.

Pint

%

cents

Remnants and odd lots of Dress
Goods, Silks and Cotton Goods from
all through the stock measured and
marked to prices that will insure

FRUIT

Norway

cents

yard.

Housekeeper's Safety

3S;.

Dear Mr. Porter:—I wish at this
time to thank you for your prompt
delivery of Furniture and the way
Your
it was set up in my home.
with
increase
business will surely
the kind treatment with which you
serve your customers.
We will need more Home Furnishings this fall and you bet your life
your store will be where we shall
come.
Again thanking you, I wish

price.

yard.

per

only $3.98.

Hats 75c; 50c. lids

West Paris, Me., Aug. 2, '13.
Mr. Randall 0. Porter,
Norway, Maine.

cent less

28 inches wide, 12 1-2 cent quality, now 7
per yard.
Ratine Silk Stripe Voiles and Cords
that were 22, 25 and 29 cents a yard, priced 15

The

Down

Cheap
now

(2 Stores)

South Paris

Printed Lawns.
Light and dark colors principally for dresses. Big
Regular 10-cent
aprons, girls' and misses' wear.
now 5 cents per yard.
goods,
Colored Figured Dress Muslins,

cents

Boys' Suits Marked

F. H. Noyes Co.

WASH GOODS.

and Plisse.
The i5-cent quality at 11

and $13 Suits $10

COME TODAY

One lot ladies' 50-cent lace lisle hose, all sizes at only
19 cents per pair.
Ohildren's Jersey Knit Pants.
One lot all sizes, regular 25 cent quality, at 15 cents
per pair.

per

$12

$2 Straw Hats $1.50; $1.50 Hats $1 ; $1

Hosiery.

Bipplettes

|

$12

$14

Straw Hats Very

Think of it !

Children's Coats at about Hall Price.
Children's Colored Cotton Wash Dresses
put in at just Half Price.
Children's Rompers.

Men's Suits

$20 Men's Suits $15

all

SUMMER MERCHANDISE!
means

$18
Suits

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

That

|

Men's Odd Trousers Reduced So It Pays You To Buy
Includes Dress, Worsted and Woolen, Wash, Cotton and Ki ;tki.

Prorapt Attention Given to 'phone and Mail Orders.

Rule the

$16

Youths' and

*5

Opportunity

Vour

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.

MAINE

off the

files

with

e

FLY NET
I

am

selling

scrim nets from

Cord nets with neck and

Leather

nets

$1.50

ears

65

to

cents

$1.00

to

$1.50.

and $2.co.

James N. Favor,
Ol

Mein

CASTORIA

$1.25.

St.,

PROP. OF TMi

Norway, Meine

For Infants and Chädrtn.

Till KUYh Hin Alwut Blickt

®0

arst^®
«<

TUCK!"

HARNS»» »TOR«.

The Oxford Democrat
5, :th paris, Maine.

August

Mr.

19, iqi;
:

SOUTH PARIS.
ac<!H-af»

1913,

un«

5 "il a. m., express, dally
,.wo Käst)
ex
a,. tally ; 9 Su a. m., local, dally
♦; p m
express, dally. Sun
m.
a.
37
;
ni.,6W|i.
-»:ja
V' a. m„ express. dally;
Wd
» 4..
tally except Sunday ; 7:lâ p. m
«|) m.. express, dally. Sunday
1 :.'a-m., sruop. m.

ursluo'.

CUCBCUS.

.,--e.{ai!ona: Church, Rev. A. T. Mc
i'ri'ao&lugservlce,10*43 a a.;
no a. M- ; T. P. S. C. E. t><K

.-t

;

-t

ni

-crvloe 7**>

«

p.

M.;

Church

Wednesday evening at 7 JO p. ■
i-onnected, are cordially In

r
Kev. C I. Spear, Pastor
rntn< prayermeetlng 10 -00 A. M. :
w'.rv U 45 a. m.; Sabbath Schoo.
tl I.«ague Meeting 6 00 p.
W,-.;nv-'da* evening 7 JO; cm

m

A
xsetisrf Friday vealac 7 E. A Davis, Pastor
'-t *.
rch, Kev.
Kj
reaching service 10:43 a m.; Sab
Y. P. S. c. E.. 6:15 r. M. ;
: *
f
Wednesday evening
All are
Seau free.
-,
<s 7 30.
»

•

*

durch. Rev Chester Gore Miller,
,'re aching iervlce every Sunday at
Sunday School at 13 M. Y. P. C. U.
>t

a

•t7f

*

•TATKO MKKTUtO«.
M —Pari
Lodge, So. 94. Re*u!ar
moon.
ay evening on or before fall
\f —Mount Vloa Lodge, regular me«;—Aurora
evenlL of each week
rat and ihlrd Monday evening»
onth.
Mount Pieman Kebekah Lodge, No.
econd and fourth Fridays or each
id Fellow*'Hall.
w. K. Kimball Post, No. 14?. meet«
'.rd Saturday evenings of eacb
v. H. Hall.
Kimball Circle, Ladle* of the U. A
-.1 .tnd third Saturday evenings of
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«.rand Army Hall.
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ChamWrlaln Camp

lay night

Grange,

meets
after the full of the

m- eis

ürst and third

>utu. In grange Hall,
-vonlisd fourta Mondays of
-tony Brook Lodge, No. lsl,
foorth Wednesday evenings

Lodge. No, 31,
;'ythlaa Hall.
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Davis
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returned

^»turday.

meets

every

from bis

i^her of Ashmont, Mui.,
<?st a: J. J. Emeley's.
t.
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M-.Kith Brown of Chicago
jjL-u il Mrs Alice P. Thayer's.

is

a

of Cambridge,
M.ixirn
iry
'lie guest of relatives here.

Y

M.

■-

W Taylor of Portland has been I
Krank A. Taylor's for a few

it

ü

<jn

1''w nty-third Maine Regiment
anuuai reunion in Urand Army
'. jrsdav of this week.

.'s

h

«ad Mrs. Hoy E. Cole, Stanley M.
er, Mis-» Mary Abbott and Miss
tret Baker made an automobile
1
xiield Tuesday.

Mi

Wirt Staniey and daughter Ktb.pent a number of days with Mr.
Mrs. J. K. Stanley at Auburn last
They also visited at South Portbefore returning home.

!»
( v
i.

*e
f.

are

spending their vacation

P. Hicks.

with Mrs.

B

crbert Young of Auburn bas visited
itber, Charles AU«a Young, a few
Mr. and Mr«. Will Nichols of
N'atick, Mass., are now visiting here.
M s. Nichols is a niece of Mr. Young.

Mrs. T. S. Barnes and Miss Helen M.
went to Portland Tuesday for a
visit to relatives. Miss Olive Barnes,
who had been here for a few days, reirned with them to her home in Port.»aroes

land.

irr»»

G. Wyman of North Abington,
Mm«., and his two grandsons of Wood
stock were the guests of his cousin, Misa
M. O. Wyman, for a short time last week.

Rev. E. A. Davis, who has been spend-

ing

his vacation in Massachusetts and
New Hampshire,
returned to South
Paris Saturday. The sabbath service!
were held in the Methodist church.

-'.eir home in South Acton. Mann.
Mr* y.i»oo and Mrs. A. O. Wheeler accompanied them to Portland.

t

'•V K Holmes and family, after spendr.:
-t of their vacation here and at
v. u
1 nd, left Friday for South Framing ham, Mass., to visit Mrs. Holmes'
lor a while before returning to
pe ;
the:: L me in Southingtoa, Ct.

ing

THE

the past week Miss Persia N.
Andrews of West Roxbury, Mass., has
been a gnest at Mr. B. N. Chapman's.
Also as week-end guests, Mr. and Mrs.
P. L. Watts came by auto from Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter KUingwood and
daughter, Adelaide, from New York
have been visiting at A. F. Ellingwood's
on Pine Street and have gone to Hebron
where they will visit Mr. Ellingwood's
father.

i

Sifter

the meeting. It was a notable
meeting in some respects, as in an attendance of about 130 twenty lodges in
four stat»» were represented, and there
• ere over
twenty past masters in the alterably.

Alton C. VVheeler spoke Thursday
Werna.: at .» Progressive rally in Gardi*
Mr Lawrence, the Progressive
ca..
ut» for congress in the Third Dissaturday forenoon Mr. Wheeler
a
"ise l
farmers' âeld day at West
M
m ! iu the afternoou
talked on
public utilities to Turner Center Grange.
lei.tay evening of tbis week he speaks
■

Progressive meeting

*t a

at

Belfast.

This Monday evening a concert will be
Zi-'
a' Deeriug Memorial Church bv
>. V\ .ght <>( Bethel, the well known
teacher of singing, with Mr. and Mrs.
J, Hill of Portland, two greal
artists, famous in festivals and concerts,
The? wi be assisted by Miss Florence
lawyer of P ort land, soprano and accom
Panlst. A feast of music rarely given ai
!he price, 25 cents, reserved seats 3Î
cents.
u

(,n
•u

Thursday of this week there
4
hearing at the court house oo
ts brought bv Alrnira J. Kenney

wil
thi
au.

tue

'ja;ruing* Manufacturing Co. agains
'he Stmt h i'aris Village Corporation foi

*raag.* for t h» diversion <>f water fron
U'Dy brook Damages o' $400 to Mrs
Money and *2'>0 to the Cummings Man
'if*< turiog Co. were awarded by tb<
county commissioners, and these suit
4r® an
Th
appeal from that award.
case* were referred to R. L. Melcher o
Ku,nf ,r,i. K s. Kilborn of Betbel, am
G. Knight of Waterford, befor
whnm Thursday's hearing will be.

parles

I
j
I

I'* year book for 1913-14 in very al
: v.« f,,rm j,as
just been issned by th
necaClub
For this year the pre«!
1er- in
|,-va wa|^er• vjce president
K N IlMkell; secretary, Mr*. W
»
Morton; treasurer, Mrs. F. A. Tayloi
"'®rary program was prepared b
u
^ Eastman and Mrs. G. C. Fei
« i*i
'• * va,,»«»d list ol subjects, ii
»I j!
udiuK pauaina 4n<j
canal, Pen
America, W» er in Nature, Tree*
Gibraltar and the Desert, Egypt, Bai
Ä«ica, South Africa, Domestic Econ<
my. Public Schools, Australian Journe;
The first meeting Is held Oct. I
7? thereafter meetings are on alterna!
■onday evenings until the annual mee
on April 20.
Gentlemen's nigh»
•* 'or Jan. lö, and tleld
day June 26.
14

^

?"?th

KENNET AND

CCMMING9 SUITS WILL B1
COURSE.

ALLOWED TO TAKE THEIR

A reception for H. Walter Dennison
and family will be given in the Baptist
vestry, Tuesday evening, Aug. 19, from
time went on ropes and grapples
S to 10 o'clock. A short program of
music will be given and refreshments and another boat arrived, and more divIn the course
ers assisted in the search.
will be served by the Philathia class.
of the next three hours fifteen or twenty
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Smith and son men were
diving, and a large crowd was
Ralph, and Miss Jane Mason of Gorham, watching from the shore. Tbe gate was
N. U., were recent guests at George R. opened in the dam, and the water slowly
Morton's. Mr. Morton and family ac- lowered. Snags and refuse were brought
companied them on their return home up from the bottom, but it was not unSunday, as far as Fryebnrg, by auto.
til shortly before 3 o'clock that the body
Its outlines were
Saturday was sisters'day at Paris was definitely located.
Grange, and Mrs. S. E. Jackson filled finally fixed by Howard Maxim,
a boat, at a
the worthy master's chair with grace through a headless keg from
divers had preand dignity. Charles L. Case was pre- point where some of the
had seen the body.
seut and made remarks of interest, and viously declared they
to the
invited the grange to the lield day at his With a grapple it was brought
farm on Tuesday of this week. The inthe son of
D. Ayer was
vitation was accepted.
Charles Ayer. who died a number of
Sunday's scorcher actually "busted vears ago. After the death of Charles
the thermometer," and there is no joke Aver, his widow, mother of Arthur D.,
about that. A large thermometer hangs married Maurice A. Newton, and is now
beside the stairway door in Billings a resident in Paris. Arthur D. Ayer
Block, where it gets the sun in the after- was under the guardianship of Herbert
noon.
The mark for 120 degrees is at iyer, bis father's brother, of Auburn,
the top of the tube, and that wasn t and bad lived theVe a part of the tIme.
eoough. The bulb burst Sunday after- For about a month previous to this time
noon.
he had been at work at Everett, Mass.,
The only genuine Japanese tea room but had returned here to attend the
to be seen in this section this summer muster at Augusta, with Co. D of Norwill be found at the Paris Hill Country wav, of which he was a member. Ue
Club fair on Friday, August 29. h, after- had returned from Augusta only the
It will be in charge night before.
noon and evening.
The funeral was held Saturday mornof Mrs. Admiral Lyon with able assistants.
A "Pop Concert" in the evening. ing, at the home of John Small, an
Come and listen to the music and in- uncle of the deceased, a mile south of
the village. Rev. C. I. Spear conducted
dulge in ice cream and cold drinks.
Burial was at Locke s
the service.
Mr.
of
\n automobile party composed
Co. D attended, and escor.eu the
Mills
and Mr«. Harry D. Cole, Mr. and Mrs. I
to the station, where they
W. A. Porter, Mi. and Mrs. Albion L. procession
took the forenoon train to Locke s Mills,
M.
Mrs.
E.
L.
and
Stone
Abbott, Henry
and gave the remains military burial,
Stone made a two days' trip Wednesday
a salute and sounding taps.
and Thursday, going by way of Rumford firing
to Raogeley. where they stopped for the
Alleged Assailant Discharged.
night at the Rujgeley Lake House,
On
Wednesday at the continued hearthence to Strattun, and home by way of
in the Norway Municipal Court,
and ing
Fall»
Farmiogton, Livermore
Jake Ballinger, charged with implication
Turner, a circuit of 227 miles for the two in the
the
shooting of William

b°A«

^okjng

SUArthur

▲s tbe result of the village corpora'
tion meeting Thursday evening, two
short pieces of water main to extend the
village system will be laid, one on Gary
Street to the junction of Shurtleff Avenue, the other on Maple Street to the
new Grange Hall, with a hydrant at
each terminus, and tbe Kenney and
Cnmmlngs damage salts for diversion of
water will go to the hearing already
scheduled before the commission of reference appointed by tbe court.
A representative
body of voters,
though less than twoscore in number,
met and decided these matters, spending an hour and a half in their decision,
and talking them over mainly in the
most informal way.
The clerk, E. N. Haskell, being out of
town, the meeting was called to order
at bis request by Walter L. Gray, and
Arthur E. Forbes was elected clerk pro
torn. A. W. Walker was elected moderator.
Article 2 was to Bee if the corporation
would lay a water main from Pleasant
Street to tbe bouse now being built
by E. C. Torrey on Shurtleff Avenue, and Article 3 to see if tbe corporation would lay a water main on Maple
Street to the new Grange Hall. When
Article 2 was taken up, Walter L. Gray
of tbe water commission stated by way
of explanation that the floating indebtedness is now down to $S00. There is
already a vote to extend tbe main up
High Street as soon as funds are available. These other calls for extensions
have come up, and the matter is for the
corporation to decide.
Superintendent C. W. Bowker of the
water system was asked for estimate* of
cost. He advised laying a pipe from
Pleasant Street on Gary Street rather
than on Shurtleff Avenue, on account of
tbe rock to be encountered, and estimated the cost of a six-inch pipe to tbe corner of Gary Street and Shurtleff avenue
at about $000. the cost of the Maple
Street extension with a four-inch main
at about $270, and tbe cost of extending
up High Street to A. K. Jackson's at
$1000—or nearly 12000 for the three

jobs.

After discussion, it was moved by X.
Bolster to lay a six-inch main on
Gary Street to the junction mentioned,
and set hydrant there, and this motion
was carried.
The matter of connecting
with Mr. Torrey's house, a distance of
between two and three hundred feet,
was left for the water commission to arrange with Mr. Torrey.
Under the next article It was voted to
lay the main on Maple Street, with hydrant. Tbe motion was made by Walter
L. Gray for a four-inch main, but there
was sentiment in favor of six-incb, and a
motion by W. B. Young to amend it to
that size was promptly carried.
An informal vote was taken on the
matter of making the High Street extension also, provided it can be legally done
under the previous vote, ahd the sentiment was in favor.
Tbe last article was to see if the corD

poration would purchase of Almira J.
Kenney and tbe Cummings Manufacturing Co. the right to take an unlimited
supply of water from Stony Brook, or
take any action toward settling tbe suits
now pending brought by those
parties.
Mr. Gray explained that there are advantages about having an unlimited
£ark®r»
to take water. Under present condays.
colored man, on Sunday, the 3d, was right
ditions we have no legal right to furAdvertised letters and cards in South
Also
had been in the hospital nish a gallon of water to Norway.
Paris post office, Aug. IS, 1913:—
of an unlimited right
tbe purchase
Sherman W. Rowe
(tetter)
at Lewiston, was sufficiently recovered
Mr. H. M. tUapman
would settle the pending suits, and
to be present as a witness, and the bear-

|11 Parker",Jwho

Mr Chas. Cooker
Mr. C. R H Ines
Mr. S. C. hotter
M rs. Marv San<ter»on
Mr. Clarence Poroat
Mr». Georgia B. Luce
Mrs. üeorifta B. Luce
Mis» Kltflva B. Luce
Mrs. tieor^e Oover
Mrs. A<lüte BrlftK»
Mrs. Annie L. Koblown
Mr. D. H. Stewart

ing which bad been continued to Saturday. wm held earUer- Parker 8 8
in no way implicated Ballinger, a« it
«bowed that he was several cars distant
Bal linfrom the Bcene of the shooting.
ger was arrested on the strength of the
affidavit of a Syrian connected with tne
show, who appears to have been a cheerf u 1 liar.
There had been trouble on the
ing of the 3d before the show train left
Lewiaton, and Parker had broken a
man's arm
Miller, who I« accused by
the colored man of doing the shooting,
is a cousin of the man who suffered the
broken arm, aud be swore vengeance on
Parker. According to Parker'B story,
when the train stopped above South
Paris to leave a torpedo on the rail,
Miller appeared at the door of the
freight car and ordered him out, and then
fired twice at him, only the first shot
taking effect.

£

letter).
"

(caril)

turn-

Kingsdale.

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Poster and family
and Mr. and Mrs. Sumston of Everett
Mass., called at J. S. Brown's last Tuesday eoroute for Poland Springs.

Miller made

a

CiThl«

getaway, and

Mark Gammon, Welchville; Grenville L.
Hall, Byron; Benjamin F. Hicks, South
Paris: Pliny B. Henlwy, Lovell; Alvin
Lovejoy, Bryant's Pond; Biujiiuiu H
McAllister, Lovell; Albion Mnody. East
Stoneham; Thoma» Power*, S->uth Paris;
George K Ripley. South Paris; W. W.
Whitmarsb, Norway. Rev. J. H. Little
of Bethel, department chaplain of the
Grand Army, though not a member of

the association, was also present.
Among the names reported of members who have died during the year are
Heury B. Forbes, Co. H, 29th, Buckfluid, April 12, 1913; Alpheus Fuller, Co.
G, 10th, and 7th Maiue Battery, Norway,
Aug. 3, 1913; Elijah Libby, Co. F, lOtb,
Co K, 31st and 32d, East Greenwood,
March 19, 1913.
Postmaster Examination.
Tbe United States Civil Service Commission announces an examination al
as a
Norway on the 27th of September,
result of which it is expocted to makt
certification to fill a contemplated
of postmaster ol
vacancy in the position
the fourth class at Norway Lake, Maine.
a'
The compensation of the postmaster
wa«
this office during the last fiscal year
in
full
and
1213. Application blauks
the
formation may be secured from
(
at Norway Lake, from thi

were

also men

under

the

influence of

liquor put off this train at Sbelburne,
Bethel. Bryant Pond and at South Paria,

[

Sudden Death at Lovell.
SUFFERED ECZEMA FIFTY YEARSo(
Albert S. Kendall, lonç a resident
NOW WELL.
l
died instantly while in his fiel«

Lovell,

Thursday.
Mr. Kenney set forth his position at
length, and submitted a proposition to sell an unlimited right for $2500,

some
or

continue tbe present right of 225,000

gallons daily for $2000. He was asked
some questions by Geo. R. Morton aud
others, and then left the hall so that tbe
voters might not be embarrassed in their

consideration of the matter.
After some discussion, sentiment was
expressed in favor of letting the cases go
to hearing, and it was voted to pass over
the article. The meeting then adjourned.
In Memorlam.
TROF.

FREDERICK

C.

BRIGGS.

and
Guardian
Nassau
Bahama Islands Advocate and Intelligencer.)

(Communication In

"But O for the touch of a vanUh'd hand,
And the sound of a voice that Is still!"

is
the only tribute we can now pay
to the memory of him who bat a abort
time ago moved in our midst with healiDg in his touch, and dispensing with

sympathetic promise, encouragement
and hope to sufferers from the results of
a strenuous life, business and domestic

and worry, the mad rush for social
advancement and amusement, and their
cares

folly; in short cf all the things
that drain aud exhaust the physical
forces of the body casting man and
woman upon the shores of time, mere
shattered wrecks.
Prof. Briggs died on the Oth of July at
his home at St. Agathe des Montes,
Laurentian
Mountains, Province of
Quebec, Canada, after a short illness.
He came to Nassau in the autumn of
1912 and immediately engaged in the
practice of his health treatment, known
as The Briggs System.
Like every one
who enters into a new field, away from
the beaten track, at first he waa not cordially welcomed. Old fogies sneered,
as old fogies will, at the bare idea of
cure without drugs, but little by little,
step by step, day by day, he gained
ground, and before he left Nassau, a
few months ago. expecting to return
during the coming winter, his methods
were crowned with success, and "Nature's Treatment, with Nature's Medicines by Nature's Methods" witbal aided
own

platform.
by aud combined with his fine personalcessional march from the chapel to Sun- ity, soon made his name as "familiar as
set Tlill. where a short meeting was hold a household word " Courteous, genial,
followed by a preaching service in the generous and manly, he won to the
hearts of his patients. His motto was,
chapel by Evangelist Powell.
The attendance has been about the "You help me and Pll help you." Help
former
in
M.iny
same as
peuple me with your confidence, your trust,
yean.
from South Paris and Norway have and your obedience, and I'll help you
beeo on the ground«, and those who by the use of those means which have
own cottages here have been in them already won a high place in the treatment of diseases, caused by the abuse of
throughout tbe week.
Nature's laws, and which are gradually
Arrests.
Train
More Excursion
being accepted as the true and infallible
Arrested at Berlin, Jos. Galland of W. remedies by physicians of the highest
Bethel, and Jos. Galbert of Lewistoo, standing the world over.
for being drunk and on that account
With most patients perfect sincerity Is
were not allowed to get on the train the wisest policy, even speaking from a
on
and
medical standpoint, it oreates that
leaviug Berlin at 4 P. M. Sunday
account of their actions were locked up splendid bond between doctor and pa11th
on
they tient—trust. Happily this was the me
August
on August 10th and
appeared before Judge Matthew J. R>ana tier of our friend. He spoke in the lan62
costs
and
each,
SO
fined
$3
and were
guage of truth, his patients felt It, contotal of $9 02, which they paid. There viction followed, then cure.

Cbas. Henderson of Lewiston was taken
off and locked up for being drunk and on
August Utb appeared before Judge Win.
P. Jones at Norway and was fined 95
and costs, a total of 113 34 or 30 days in
jail. He bad no money and went to jail.
On the return trip from Portland on
postmaster
August 10th, Peter Cronan of Lewiston,
at
Washing
Civil Service Commission
who was drunk, waa taken off tbe train
Nor
at
its
local
secretory
ton, D C., or
at South Paris and arrested and on Aug.
way, Maine.
the 11th was taken to Norway and appeared before Judge Win. F. Jones and
Universalist Grove Meeting.
was fined 15 and coats, a total of $13.34,
will
Iti
hold
Association
Oxford
Tbe
or 30 daya in j til but he paid bia âne and
Dearbori
at
meeting
annual all-day
went to bia home in Lewiston.
Grove, Brvants Pond, Sunday, Angus
The Grand Trunk are going to have all
All Universal is ta and tbeir friend
•24
this drunken rowdyism stopped on these
thei
and
bring
are invited to be present
excursions so that respectable
I Sunday
lunch, coffiee will be served. Sped« people can go and enjoy themselves and
Trunk.
Grand
on
reduced rates
not be annoyed by this class.

afternoon of Tnei
mowing oaU on tbe
He was 71 year« of agi
dav Aug. 12.
eons and tw »
He leaves a wife, three
funeral was attende 1
daughters. His
of which h
from the Christian Churcb,

end the matter for all time. He bad
invited propositions, and had just received one from tbe Cummings Manufacturing Co., tbe price named being
$1500. Mr. Kenney was present, and
would submit his own proposition. If
no action was taken, tbs pending suits
would be heard before tbe referees next

is now in

The funeral of Arthur Ayer, who was
The
probably ends the matter
drowned while bathing, was held last
back to work for
Saturday at tbe home of John Small. colored man has gone
Hi* remaines were taken to Locke's Mills Ballinger at the job of African dodger,
and says, "If yub want somebody to go
for burial.
for
been
who
has
>>
t V M.irston,
to war and shed bullets, just send for
the
Taris
last
Thurswith
Mrs. Will Merriam returned
the fast tifteen years
Bill."
Manufacturing Co., left Thursday for day to her home in South Acton, Mass.
Mrs.
with
A.
and
will
work
A.
Wbeeler
Mrs.
O.
where
he
lier sisters
Be'
Empire Qrove Camp Meeting.
Vt.,
J K iinson, building contractor. His Phil Mason accompained her as far as Empikk Gkovk, East Poland, Aug. 18.
fara. v remaiu here at present, but will Portland.
Tbe week at the Methodist campgo to Ketbe! later.
meeting in Maine'« moat beautifully sitForbes-Douglass.
uated camp grounds has provided some
Alton C. Wbeeler and daughter,
With a quiet ceremony in tbe Univer*
at Shagg
f.c been at their camp
of tbe most inspiring and helpful meetat 9 o'clock Monday mornsalist
churcb
■>
in the history of the encampment.
me time, returned home
Arthur E. Korbe:« and Miss A. Maud ings
Leader Joshua M. Frost has indeed been
Mr. Wbeeler remained at ing,
*,
in
Rev.
united
were
marriage.
Douglass
ta busy man, and has worked with untirimp for a portion of the time while Chester Gore Miller officiated,
using the
they were there, and the rest of the time single ring service. Besides tbe parties, ing energy to make every service count
for much. Evangelist Fell* Powell concame down daily to attend to his busi
there were present only the uncle and duct« each
evening aervice, while BrothDe»».
aunt of tbe bride, Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
er Orho Hatch of Rockland has charge
a few
'* <v and Jesse Manley are for
Gilbert of Canton, and three sisters of
the singing at all meetings.
of
day- »: opping at the Locke House, Beth- the groom, Mrs. L. C. Morton, Mrs. Geo.
Preachers for the week have included
e'. 10.i visiting the home of their moth- B Crockett and Miss Fannie A. Forbes,
Rev. Messrs. W. T. Carter, D. F. Faulker'« childhood days of long ago. It is of South Paris.
E. Brooks, B. C.
ner, M. E. King, C.
their ret visit to Bethel and the old
The couple were in traveling attire,
Wentworth, C. I. Spear and others.
playgrounds of Mamma when she was a the bride's suit being of blue.
Each day at 1 o'clock Miss Agnes Vose,
"kid.'
A large number of gifts of beauty and
Grandpa Penley accompanied
a deaconess from Portland, leads a spethem.
value have been received.
cial service for tbe young people in the
The groom is one of tbe proprietors of
Chas H. Howard will go to Boston
chapel. Rev. D. F. Faulkner conducts
the Oxford Democrat, and the bride is
this week to attend the annual cooven
the 9 o'clock morning prayer and testihead compositor on the paper.
On Friday evening
'the United Drug Co., which is a
mony meetings.
Soon after tbe ceremony Mr. and Mrs.
there was a grand meeting of young
iar>j- concern organized ou a cooperative
Forbes left for their camp at Sbagg
on Sunset Hill.
manufactures the
's, and which
where they will spend two or people
Tbe preachers for Saturday included
Kex all" goods. At last year's conven- Pond,
weeks.
three
Rev. Herbert S. Dow, D. F. Faulkner
tuD there were three thousand at the
and Evangelist Powell.
Sunday, tbe
banquet, and this year's is expected to
Flrst-Tenth-Twenty-ointh.
be larger.
closing day of the encampment, was a
auuual
the
at
In atteudance
forty-tifth
big day. Rev. D. F. Faulkner, pastor of
Tii.rty or more Masons from here vis- reunion of the First-Tenth-Twenty ninth the Park Street Church, Lewiston,
ited oxford Lodge at Norway Friday, Maine Regiment at Long Island Thurspreached in the morning, and Rev. W. R.
»heu by invitation Paris Lodge worked day were a number of Oxford County
Lesbee at 2 P. M. from the out door
the M M. degree. A lunch was served veterans, including Oldin Charles. Stow:
At 6 o'clock there was a pro-

I

I

AT

dree-

During

Swntt of

relative*,

Hi

BATHING

"SANDY" THURSDAY FORENOON.
Arthur D. Ayer, 19 year« of ige, *u
drowned «ta few minute« before 12
o'clock Thursday, while bathing in .he
River at South
Little Androscoggin
Pari«. The scene of the fatality was the
known
a«
the
"lower sandy,
place
much frequented by the boys and young
men of the town, and reached from the
village by going down through Riverside
Cemetery to the end of the long peninsula which extends into the mill pond.
In company with him at the time
were his brother, Everett Ayer, a little
younger, and Charlie Gordon, a younger
buy, colloquially known as "Chub, a
nephew of H. B. Holden, who lives with
him. Everett Ayer was swimming at
some little distance up stream from Dis
brother, and the Gordon boy was
ing on the land. Both of them saw him
disappear, but neither of tbem was able
to give him any assistance, though they
tired pretty nearly the place where he
went down.
It is supposed that lie
must have been attacked by cramp.
One of the boys ran to the village as
quickly as possible, and summoned the
nearest available men, who were at work
on the Davis bungalow on Maple Street.
They were quickly at the place, and
were rapidly followed by many others.
Two boats were secured, and Ralph
Merrill beR. Butts and Henry J.
gan diving in the eudeavor to locate tbe

S. F. Davis, P. M.
Winchester. Ma»S..
HOI.STKR DISTRICT.
*.is here the last of the
week, and bis
James Milieu bas taken possession of
Koger, who had been for tome weeks
»
his grandpareuts, Mr. and Mrs. Ja his new borne at tbe Swett farm.
him
c
Nichols, returned heme with
Mrs. Arthur Talbot is passing a week
Saturday.
with relatives in Worcester, Mass.
who
children
Mm. W. T. Merriam and
Prof, and Mrs Ellery of Schenectady,
been visiting at Mrs. P. S. Mason's
Li
at
are
have returned N. Y and Mrs. Affred King
with other
W

WEST DOWN WHILE

Seems

a

long

time

to

endure

the

awful burning, Itching, smarting, akin

"tetter"—anothei
aa
diaease known
Seema good to realname for Eczema.
ize, also, that Dr. Hobson'a Eczemi
Ointment has proven a perfect cure.
ngi a member.
Mrs. D. L. Kenney writea: "I cannoi
Packing Law.
sufficiently express my thanks to you foi
As to
c r your Dr. Hobaon'a Eczema Ointment. H
The Commissioner of Agrlonltore,
will meet apple shl| •- has cured my tetter, which has troublée
his representative,
and other.Lntereste d me for over fifty years." All druggists
pers, fruit grower,
I- or by mail, 50c.

theVpple

Pfeiffer Chemioal Co.
s.«*,!.. '»
Philadelphia, Pa
10 A. M. to 3 P. M. I st. Louis, Mo.

NORWAY.

Maine News Notes.

Two Short Water Mala ExtM«kxu.

Arthur D. Ayer Drowned.

I« i »

S.

PAftlS

»Ol'TU

Chicago

Mrs. Kate Linder, after a visit of sev
eral weeks at South Paris, started Wed
nesday on the return to her home it
Mankato, Minn.

ullAill» TUCK« KAILWAT.

Keglonlng J

of

Mrs.
KUIngwood'a brother, F. 0
Godwin and family came from Upton bj
auto and visited his mother and sistei
here Sunday.

rH pakis post orrtci.
7.&>a. M.to7i80 r. ■.

TU »!.<<• LKAVB

Arthur Soûle

gu««t at G «orge R Morton'«.
Two school teachers, Min Berthi »
Daynall and Geta Graves of Connectiez

A man identified as George 0. Chamwaa cut to
of Glena Fallu, N. Y
pieces by being ruu over by a train near

paign

Freeport.

Cbarlea E. Thompson, a Sonth Portland boy 14 years of age, was drowned
Tuesday while swimming in Portland
harbor near Fort Gorges.

Athoogh once in the grasp of a
rade, Alfred J. Ward, a 16-year-old

com-

Lewiston boy, was drowned in the Androscoggin River a few feet from the shore

Tuesday morning.
Walter Brown,

son

of York Brown of

Bowdoinham, who was being taken to
the inaane hospital at Augusta, jumped
from the train at a point about a mile
from Richmond, and died from the injuries he received.
To succeed Manning S. Campbell, who
was removed by the governor and council from the position of steward and
treasurer of the Maine State Hospital,
Fred W. Wight of Rockland has been
elected by the trustees.
While playing with matches near her

home at Deer Isle Wednesday, Audrey,
the five-year-old daughter of Chester Baton, set fire to her clothes and was
burned to death. Neighbors, attracted
by her cries, found ber unconscious.
She died in but a few hour«.

An Oakland man has recently sold one
of his Orpington cocks for exportation
to Italy. The purchaser hopes by crossing bim with native Italian birds, to inThis is the least
crease their size.
Maine can do for Italy, after all the
work Italians have done in Maine,
opines the Lewlston Journal.

James Curran of Boston died Thursday nightat York of injuries sustained
Tuesday when struck by an automobile
driven by Miss Elizabeth Perkins of
New Yoik City. Curran was the proprietor of a Boston livery stable and
conducted a stable and riding school at

York

during

the summer.

He was

forty

Invitations are oat for the tenth
teachers anil
annual reunion of the
pupils of the Norway Lake School Association at Norway Lake school house,
Thursday, Aug. 28th, 1913. If stormy,
the next day. It is expected that the
attendance will be larger this year than
ever before, and the gathering will surely
be one of great pleasure.
The crews on the sewer are making
The
rapid progress with the work. Main
lower and middle sections on

MOTHERS! HAVE YOUR CHILDREN
WORMS?
Are they feverish, restless, nervoun,

ail signa of worm«. Worms not only
your child suffering, bot sinnt its
Give
mind and growth.
"Kickapoo
Worm Killer" at onoe. It kills and removes the worms, improves your child's
appetite, regulates stomach, liver and
bowels. The symptoms disappear and
your child is made happy and healthy,
All druggists or by
as nature intended.
Street with those on Beal and Winter
mail, 25c.
Streets are being rapidly closed in.
Kickapoo Indian Medicine Company.
James EI. Kerr, contractor, was on the
St. Louis, Mo.
Philadelphia, Pa.
work during the week.
Miss Lucy B. Getchell, after two weeks
THE BEST PAIN KILLER.
with Mrs. E. F. Smith, returned to her
Bucklen's Arnica Salve when applied
the
Exeter, N. Q., home the last of
to a cut, bruise, sprain, burn or scald, or
week.
other injury of the skin will immediately
The Winslow store, corner Main and
E. E. Chamberlain of
remove all pain.
Cottage Streets, has been painted inside Clinton, Me.,
says:—"It robs cuts and
and out, and completely repaired and
other injuries of their terrors. As a
put in order for its new tenant.
its equal don't exist."
John Woodman has suspended opera- healing remedy
Will do good for you. Only 25c. at
tions on his Cottage Street building, for
Chas. H. Howard Co.
the time being. Work is going ahead on
his Deering Street property, and it will
When baby suffer« with eczema or tome Itch
litskintrouble, use Doan's Ointment A little
soon be in condition for occupancy.
It
a long way and It la sa te for chll Iren.
of
A new auto truck has been put into 50c a goes
box at all stores.
use between Stoneham, North Waterford and Norway for the transportation
bom.
The trip can be
of general freight.
made several times each day with far
,0'10 'he wlfe
better results financially.
The new sign, corner Main and Cottage
t0 U,e wlfe of °»ver H.
Mr. Packard
Streets, is "Packard's."
la' *°the w,fe of "»rol" 8"
has moved his stock from the Noyes
«ob
Block. Ho has a most attractive 5 and
1"»" E.
10 the Wlfe
10-cent store.
U,e Wlfe of Claren<* B
The Norway Liberal Institute and
a
Norway High School alumni will hold
reunion at Norway on Aug. 27ih. Procause

The body of Fred R. Cahill,

Believing

that the best way for Maine

turers' Bureau which will compile and
arrange information, iasue catalogues in
Spanish, carry on sales campaigns, «fco.,
to stimulate and aid the trade of Maine
manufacturers with South America and
such other countries as are probable
customers.

Boys UBing a Bangor playground have
formed the Third Street Playground InCompany, patterned

Our fall stock of Sweaters and Caps is in. The largest
and best assortment we've ever shown.

on

the fac-

tory insurance system of Germany. Each

boy ia assessed a premium of 10 cents a
season, payable in two-cent weekly installments, and ont of the money thus
collected, damages for injury to benches
and apparatus on the playground will be
paid. William Stuart was elected president of the company, and Wilfred Gillin,
treasurer, to care for $1.23 already paid

in.

Among the bills recently presented to
the State of Maine is one from the chairman of the board of selectmen in a Hancock county town, in which the bills for
support of an invalid town-charge would
seem to break the record for the use of
narcotics and physic. For instance, in
three months of January, February and
March, 1913, this one patient used sixteen quarts of paregoric; 1000 morphine
pills; seven bottles of medicine at 31.25
a bottle; one bottle of Hood's Sarsapari 11a and 3000 physic pills.

jail.

Committed.

years.
Dlekvale, Aug. 4, Mrs. Winthrop Matthews.
Oxford, Aug. 11, Horaci II. Hall, aged t>5
years.
In Vorway, Aug. 12, Mrs. Jcruiha M. Abbott,
aged t<l years.
In Hebron, Aug. 7, Mrs. Bracy Bean.
In Lovell, Aug. 12, Alberts. Kendall, aged 71

y« ars.
In Bethel, Aug. 12, Jarvls C. Billings, aged 73
years.
In West 1'arls, Aug. 13, Cyrus C. Dearborn,
Mged 73 years.

Does uacKacne

worry

*uur

Some South Farii People Have
Learned How To Oet Belief.
How many

ing back?

people

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

Norway,

Irma Hill of Bridgton is visiting at A.
L. Cook's, Pleasant Street.
Ronald Lapham of Waterville is the
guest of his sister, Ethel, at E. E. Witt's,

Suspect your kidneys.

Watch for nature's signal.
The first sign may be headache or

V.-»rirao T.alrn

=

Here is

opportunity

a rare

Goods at

a

the expedition.
proper
and evening.
inscription will be placed on the boulder sent afternoon
will be
soon and dedicatory exercises
New Plants Discovered,
held Aug. 28.
Iu making a study of grazing landB on
Much mystery surrounds the death of
John A. McDonald, a Portland painter the national forests, 125 entirely new
51 years of age, whose body was found species of plants have been discovered
and will be
lying between the tracks of the Boston by the government's experts, botanists
of
and Maine Railroad near the Scarboro named and classified by the
Beach station on the morning of the the department of agriculture.
Their discovery came about through
10th. There was a wound in the back
of the head which must have caused in- the collection of some 0,000 different
stant death. It is the opinion of some plant specimens, with note* as to their
that the man was struck by a train, habits of growth and forage value. This
while others think It is a bullet wound work is part of a comprehensive plan to
in his bead and that he was killed else- determine the grazing value of every

locality.
Mrs. Joseph

this

get Dress

goods will interest most everyone for
the reason that they are Desirable for Dresses,
Skirts, Suits, etc. Why not have enough for a
These

garment

or

two?

Remember this is where you can save.
dollar saved is as good as a dollar earned.

75c

3S

quality

for 59c.

blue,

Navy

inches wide.

All Wool Panama
50c

quality

36

for 29c.

for

A. Woods, Summer St.,
Norway, Me., says: "I am thankful for colors, very desirable.
what Doan's Kidney Pills did for me.
I bad been annoyed by backache and
kidney trouble for a long time. I tried
many remedies, but got no relief until I
began using Doan's Kidney Pills. Two

helped me in every way. I wish
xay that D >an's Kidney Pills cured my
little son of kidney weakness and made
his health a great deal better."
The above is not an isolated case. Mrs.
Wcods Is only one of many in this vic'n
ity who have gratefully endorsed Doan's.
If your back aches—if your kidneys
bother you, don't simply ask for a

Dress Linen
37^0 quality, 36

$1.00 quality

inches

69c.

Several

yard

29c

extra

inches wide for

quality, Blue,

Laven-

der and Pink.

25c

Wash Goods
Fancy Seersucker 11c yard.
Bedford Cords with stripes 17c

25c

Fancy

15c

yard.

Foulard 17c

yard.

25c Flaxon, Linen thread finish
17c

yard.

15c White Corded Seersucker

yard.

boxes
to

SM/LEY

kidney remedy—ask distinctly for Doan's

Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Woods
had—50c. at all stores. Foster-Milburn
Co. Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

SALE

FOR

Must be Sold at Once !
Soineboily wtll get a bargain Id this SO acre
smooth, clean, level, nearby farm; handy to
of
Norway or South Paris, barn full of hay, lots
wood ami timber, land easy to till, all machine
mowing, partially devoted to poultry raising;
best of water, tine set of bullding», all rural conveniences. 1'rlce to close out $lr'U0.
Send for

Catalogue.

S/X

STOfltl

MAINE.

LADIES' OXFORDS
Warm weather will

soon

be here and

you will need a pair of Oxfords, my stock
has many styles and qualities.
.....
Ladies1 Pat Button Oxfords I'atrician
Ladies' Dull Calf Button and Blucber Oxford Patrician
Ladies' Küsset Button and Bluclier Oxford Patrician

The Dennis Pike Real"
Tel. 35-3

Ladies1
Ladies1
Ladies'
Ladies1
Ladies'

G E T IT

FROM WS

$4.00

$3-50
$3.50
$3.00, 3.50
Russet Button and Bluclier Oxford Mayfair
$3.00
Dull Button aud Bluclier Oxford Mayfair
$2.50, 3.00
Pat. Dull Calf aud Küsset Pumps
Dull Calf and Küsset Button and Bluclier Oxford $2.00, 2.25, 2.50
$1.50
Vici Oxfords Rubber Heels
....

A full line of Misses' and Children's Oxfords. Pumps
and Banfort Sandals.

r*

\

S YS TEH

NORWAY,

ESTATE

REAL

W. 0.

Frothingham,
Maine.

South Paris,

aero of national forest land, in which
the capacity of the soil to grow certain
Pastures are getting extremely
forage crop* is to be determined and an
effort made to decide for which class of dry and poor feed for your stock.
cattle, or goats—the range You should begin to feed them genTbe annual services in the old church stock—sheep,
suited.
where Geu. is beat
on the hill at Thomaston,
have made the studies erously.
who
men
The
feeds in
We carry all the
Henry Kuox, first secretary of war, have combined the qualities of practical
the
held
on
were
formerly worshipped,
and trained botanis's. They the country, including cotton seed
stockmen
10th, under the auspices of Gen. Knnx divided the areas into such small subdilinseed meal, four x. contichapter, D. A. R. A bell made by Paul visions that maps have been prepared meal,
flakes, Unicora,
nental
Revere hangs in the tower, but it did
gluten,
which show exactly tbe kinds of feed
also
not sound the call Sunday as it has outSchumacher's Stock Feed,
the
time
and
each
on
acre,
which
grow
lived its usefulness. Sunday's service
mixed feed, feed
bran
The
middlings,
for
is
it
grazing.
of
ready
year
was of unusual interest to the people
wheat, buckwheat,
also show tbe stock's water sup
flour, also
of that section, as the address was de- maps
and indicate the kind of stock best scratch feed, growing
feed,
livered by a great-great-grandson of Gen. ply
suited to tbe area.
and grit for
shells
mash,
Kuox. Prof. Henry Thatcher Fowler,
The investigation also showed the exPh. D., of Brown university. The adThese are bought on a low market
aminers many areas covered with flourdress contained interesting reminiscenwhich apparently should and will be sold
ishing
plants
ces concerning Gen Knox's relationship
furnish excellent grazing, but which
with President Washington, and the
were not of a character relished by
letter
well
exhibited a
preserved
these areas, therefore, had little
With Prof. Briggs,
there was nc speaker
stock;
memto
a
bad
written
Knox
I
which Gen
"short cut." He did not attempt to de
or no stock-carrying capacity.
war
while
the
secretary.
ber of
family
Maine
As a result of the study, tbe forest
lüde suffering humanity into the belie!
Norway,
that it will be in a pothat they would be cured in a day 01
The last survivor of the Revolutionary service announces
two, or at the least they wonld feel bet war waa a York man, William Hutchins sition to perfect its system of grazing
He gave them to understand thai by name, who died May 2, I860, at the management to bring about still better
ter.
it would take time and patient persever age of 101 years, says Moody's Handbook conditions for both stock and range.
I have a touring car and will carry
"Do you expect me to undo in i History of York. William Hutchins was
ance.
at any time at reasonable
day, what you have been doing foi the son of Charles and Mary Perkins
Tbe Franklin Journal reporta the killmonths, nay, even years perhaps, violât Hutchins, and waa born in York, Oot. 0, ing of tbe first rattlesnake ever seen in rates.
ing the laws of Ood and destroying th< 1704. He married and became a resident that aection of the state. It was killed
FIELD,
KEITH
temple of His body ?
of Plantation No. 3, in sight of Bagaduce, by men employed in haying on a FarmWest Paris, Maine.
None who sought Prof. Briggs evei now Castine. Living as be did near Bag- ington farm. The reptile was 27 inches
33-34
went away disappointed. If be failed tc adnce, he was a witness of the events in
length, and had only one rattle, indirestore to perfect health, he at least se connected with tbe siege of that locality cating an age of two years.
them on the high road to It, and failurt In the summer of 1779. In 1781, at tbe
,
was relative only, due not to lack of akil
age of 17 years, be joined the Conti- MINISTER PRAISES THIS LAXAI
or knowledge but to lack of the neces
ProouXw • Insurant (rowlh.
nental army. At tbe close of tbe war,
TIVE.
Hmr Ml* to BMtor* Qr*yJ■
nary time in which to complete the enre independence having been aohieved, be
Hair to 1U Youthful Colo*.
f*
11
hair
lue.
time.
Had
Prof
PreTcnU
To get well requires
returned to his home, his time being ocRev. H. Stnbenvoll of Allison, la., in
Briggs under Providenoe been permlttei cupied in farming, lumbering and sailing prairtag Dr. King's New Life Pills for
3134
the
work
of
restoratioi
New
return
to
here,
to and from Massachusetts as master constipation writ«*:—"Dr. King's
begun In some would bave been oom mariner.
He waa a member of the Life Pills are such perfect pills no home
XOTICK.
pleted, and "Discharged Cnred" wrlttei Methodiat church in later years. In 1805, ■honld be without them. No better In the District Court of the United Sut®» for th
bowels.
opposite their names.
when over a century ol t, he accepted an regulator for the liver and
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Said one, "Every day I live, I blesi invitation from tbe city of Bangor to join Every pill guaranteed. Try them. Price In the matter of
).
MARSHALL T. WALKER, | In Bankruptcy
the name of Prof. Briggs; for what h in the celebration of the 4th of July. A 25c. at the Chas. H. Howard Co.
of Denmark, Bankrupt.}
did for me, for my wife, for my child I
United States revenue cutter was ordered
T.
Marshall
Walker, In the
To the creditor» of
of incalculable worth, it cannot be reck
for his conveyance, and as he passed up
"Hart dyspepsia or Indigestion for vears. No County of Oxford and district aforesaid:
2nd «lay of
the
on
that
terme
and
dUtressed
1»
I
«IM
cat
Notice
oned in pounds, shillings
hereby (flven
pence.1 tbe Penobscot river the guns of Fort appetite, anrt what
Blood Bitters reached the Aug. A. I>. 1913, tne »aid Marshall T. Walker
Burdock
And such was the benlson of numbers a
Knox fired a salute of welooroe. A great ribly.
H. Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.
cause."—).
he was leaving as. With that as bis llf
ovation was given bim in tbe city as he
of the Referee, no. a uaraet square, oouui < >rn,
epitaph, we lay him to rest. May b passed through tbe streets surrounded
Constipation causes headache, Indigestion, Maine, on the 20th day of Aug., A. D. 1913, at 10,
rest In peace. "Peace, perfect peace.1
by a guard of honor. He retained bis dizziness, drow<lne*s. For a mill, opening
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the said i
mental faculties up to and during his medicine, use Doan's Régule ts. 25c a box at all creditor? may attend, prove their claims, appoint
h trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
The first blow which the automobil final aiokness, which was of few days' stores.
such other business as may properly come bebas strack at Bar Harbor la the abai
duration. He died May 2, 1866. aged 101
you'll mash a linger or fore said meeting.
donment of the borte show, beretofor • years, 6 months and 26 days. His father > Never can tell »lienburn
or scald. Be prepared.
suffer a cut, braised,
L. GRAY,
the climax of the social aeaaon. Bo t lived 91 years. In his passing, the last ! Thousands rely on Dr. Thomas' Eclectic OIK
Betone la Baakruptay.
81-33
•oldler of the Revolution waa no more. Your druggUt soils It. 36c and 50c.
; they hope it's

where and then taken to the place
where he was found. For each theory
there are some facts that do not fit, and
the affair is yet unexplained.

foanJit
Moneym the a
we/come
insuresyou

leading

Ajax

barley,

poultry.

dry

accordingly.

&

G. B.

NOTICE.

parties
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—pnmnrr
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only temporary.
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A

White Serge with Hair
Chiffon Panama
Line Stripe
75c quality for 59c. Navy blue,
$1.00 quality 50 inches wide for
50 inches wide.
69c. 50c quality 36 inches wide for
Henriette
39c-

Fancy

has made her home with her son, Grant
She
of age. She was a member
With a small hill composed of 15,000 was 81 years
E. Church. Rev. B. C. WentBibles destined for distribution among of the M.
the funeral services at'
the hotels of Maine and New Hampshire worth attended
Interment in
her late home Thursday.
the
the
speakers1 platform,
banking
three days' convention of Gideons open- Pine Grove Cemetery.
Richard A. Walker, son of Dr. E. C.
ed at Old Orchard Monday. William E.
sick with typhoid fever at
Henderson of Chicago, the national se- Walker, is
the Rumford hospital.
cretary, stated in bis address that the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Cummings enGideons had distributed over 200,000
week at Goat Island,
Bibles in the United States and planned tertained the past
John F. Swain, Norway,
to place 635,000 more. The work will Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. S. H. Ring, Portland, Mrs.
cont upwards of $250,000 and 75,000 of Mr. and
and
the Bibles are for New England hotels. Florence K. Mitchell, Portland,
Lawson G. Frost, Boston.
Mrs. Hyle Berry of Houlton showed
Dr. and Mrs. Thompson and daughter
wonderful coolness the other day when and Mrs. W. W. Whitmarsh returned
she was caught walking on the railroad from a ten days' trip to Stark, N. n
bridge by the suddenly appearing train. Thursday morning, by auto.
She calmly wrapped her dress tightly
Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Clifford, I)r.
around herself and lay down on the Gerald Clifford and Donald Clifford
sleepers outside the rails. Owing to a called on friends in town the first of the
sharp curve, the engineer could not see week, while on their way to Strong.
Mrs. Berry till too late to stop his train.
At the regular meeting of Oxford
He was horrified, supposing her to be
No. 18, F. and A. M., Friday evenLodge,
She was uninjured,
torn in pieces.
ing, the members of Paris Lodge of
Mrs.
excite
not
however. The event did
Masons were present by invitation and
Berry at all but it came near making a worked the third degree.
of
the
wreck
nervous
engineer.
Harry Luck and wife and Homor Luck
Smith were at
A spot of great historical interest to and wife and Nellie
residents of the Kennebec valley was Bridgton Old Home Day.
M. M. Fuller is reported as improving
marked Tuesday at South Pittstou when
.ioue every day.
Mrs. C.|M. Day, past regent of the Sam- —able to sit up
Fred E. Smitb, at t je Maine Eye and
uel Grant chapter, presided at the placat Portlaud, is making
ing of a boulder on the spot where Bene- Ear Infirmary
dict Arnold's army was transferred from rapid progress toward recovery.
Mrs. D. F. French of Auburn was the
the transport to the'batteaux which carher niece, Mrs. James O.
ried the troops farther up the river on guest of
the famous expedition to Quebec. The Crooker, recently.
The date of the Paris Hill Country
spot is on the Coburn estate. Major
It will be the
Reuben Coburn built the batteaux for Club Fair Is Aug. 2flth.
event of the summer. Plan to be preA tablet with

for you to

Big Discount.

Mrs. Izah Sanborn is the guest of ber
wide, garnet and green.
dizziness,
cousin, Mrs. Frank A. Danfortb.
urinatoo
or
of
tbeir
frequent
closed
The blacksmiths
Scanty, painful,
places
business Saturday all day and went on a tion,
Mixtures
Casco
at
Bay.
Nervousness or a constant, dead-tired
picnic Long Island,
John F. Home and wife, after a visit feeling.
50c quality for 37ÂC. 36 inches
with Mrs. Home's parent«, Mr. and Mrs.
Avert the serious kidney diseases,
blue and grey mixed.
with
Frank Cox, have returned to their home
weakened
the
wide,
Treat
kidneys
at Peak's Island, Portland.
Doan's Kidney Pills,
Mrs. Jerusha M. Abbott, widow of the
A remedy especially for sick kidneys.
Dress Patterns
late William I. Abbott, who for years
Gratefully endorsed by residents of

Abbott, died Tuesday, Aug. 12th.

Maine.

=

Sale of Dress Goods

suffer from an ach-

How few know the cause?
If it hurts to stoop or lift—
If yon 6ufter sudden, darting pains—
If you are weak, lame and tired

Foster,

H. B.

In South 1'arls, Aug. 18, by Rev. Chester Gore
Miller, Mr. Arthur K. Korbes an<i Miss A. Maud
Douglass, both of South 1'arls.
In St.George, Aux. 12, Mr. Burr Frank Jones
of >outh 1'arls and Miss Helen Mary Robinson
of St. George.
la Fryeburg, Aug. 9, by Kev. Banian N. Stone,
Mr. Harry D. McElroy ami Miss Jennie B.

In
In

here
fast

All (he STRAW HATS at cowl.

Married.

ly

they

are

going

are

$15.00 suits for $12.00
$12.00 suits for $10.00
$10.00 suits for $7.50

BroVnT^n.AUg'
WhUra°.7aaVÄ.t0

William R. Trumblay in the interests of
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. of
New York in this section of the state.
Mr. Trumblay has been advanced to a
position in Lewiston.
Lawson Frost, after a week's visit
with Norway friends and relatives, has
returned to his home in Boston, where
he is engaged in a prosperous meat and
provision business.
Arthur Ilayden has accepted a position with a shoe firm in Auburn. He
went there Monday.
Frank West, Charles Henderson and
Peter Cronin, charged with being drunk
and disorderly ou a Grand Trunk train,
appeared before the Municipal Court
Monday morning. The first was discharged. The other two were given a
fine of §5 and costs each, or 30 days in

fine Suits

but

$20.00 suits for $16.00
$18.00 suits for $14.00

a

industries to continue prosperous under
the new tariff is to expand their foreign
trade, the Portland Board of Trade has
perfected the organization of a Manufac-

surance

Many
now

PurUÎJSSîr»

mand. Fish, clam chowdor, coffee, hard
Haler, both of Fryeburg.
In Mexico, Aug. 14, by Kev. D. Herbert Jones,
member tack, formed the basis of the food supa
wan
as
Mr Homer dimming Frost anil Miss Mettle
outing.
usual,
big
of the Bath board of assessors who had ply. This,
Angle Doyen, both of Mexico.
of
firm
Folsom-Smlley
Portland
The
been missing, was found in the New
In
Aug fl.Ly Rev. Frederick Newport,
will hereafter be known as Smiley Mr. Oxford,
Carl It. Green of Watervllle ami MUs
Meadows River below Gnrnet Bridge Co.
has bought out Florence Eaton of Oxford.
Thomas
store.
Smiley
Thursday by Edward W. Hyde. Mr. bis
In West Paris. Aug a, by Rev. Krank B. 1'lne,
partner's interest. Smiley stores are Mr.
Bobbins and Miss Annie E.
Hyde was searching for it in the belief
HumphreyofE.West
Portland, Caribou, Shlppen,
1'arls.
both
that be toad committed suicide while bis in Norway, Bridgton,
and Worcester, Mass.
mind was temporarily deranged. Mr. Maine; Fitchburg
(.eon
Mrs.
is
with
Mrs. Alma Bailey
Cahill bad been in poor health for some
Died.
M. Loogley and the children at the Raytime. He was 45 and bad a wife and
mond homestead.
three children.
William L. Libby Is the successor of
In South l'arl*, Aug. 14, Arthur D. Ayer, aged

years old.

ON MEN'S SUMMER SUITS

m! bSSA'SS^Mi^NCa"dïiÂa*

gram: 2:30 r. m. at high school buildand
ing, reunion of classes, speaking
music; 7:00 p. si., supper at Concert
Hall; 9:00 p. si., ball at Opera Housp.
Thurston's annual deep sea fishing
party was booked for Saturday. They
At Portwent down on the early train.
land Capt. Geo. W. Randall was in com-
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irritable, dizzy or constipated? Do tbej
Cuotinoally pick their Dose or grind their
t«-eth? Have they crnroping pain», irregular and ravenous appetite? These are

The GL,AD HASD goes out to the man who has
MONEY IS THE BASK. Money in the h mile enables you to carry out your plans anil to pet
others to Join you in nn enterprise. Try to put
through tidenl without some MOSEY OF YOUR
OWNf you will fail. Try it with SOME MOSEY
that is yoursf you will succeed.
ADVISE YOU on business
We shall

gladly

matters, any time, free oï charge.

Do YOUR banking with US.
2?
We pay
per cent interest on check account.

Savings Department Connected with
BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

PARIS

TRUST
SOUTH

PARIS.

COMPANY,
MAINE.

nc

A Chance To Try It Free

Âtwood's Medicine,

a

standard remedy

and Liver
troubles. Write your name and address
on a postal card and mail it to us today. You will receive a liberal sample, without charge or obligation of
sucany kind. This remedy has been
cessfully used by thousands of people
for over sixty years. Bead this letter.
for

'>.^1,

CARTRIDGES^

Foremost Ammunition
Mad« by the Foremo«t
Concern in America
work! toft
biggest name in the ammunition and rearm*
arm is a Remington
day ia Remington-UMC. Whether your
whatever its calibre and the load
or any other standard make,
metallic»—not because
you need, you want Remington-UMC
same name m your
they are necessarily stamped with the
firearm, but because they give more accurate recuits.
for &fo nan. W«
Tkia Company Km b««n makin« ammuruOo*
«tandard tnak* at arm and rr«ry (uoiafloafor

THE

made.
produce metallic« every
CMC caitnd*e ta tested in the arm (or which it ia
yeu Rtmtaa
TKere ia s dealer in thia community who can give
Find him. Ask
uomr
ton-CMC Metallic* for yur hfl*, Ballpiatol.
Mark oa »»«ry box of
him for them. Cook for tha Rad
metallic* and shot (hell* you buy.

Co.
Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge
K««, York
*

High grade and
Economical
$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

S. P. Maxim & Son
Maine.

South Paris,

r)littu! là I j111 Cüd

with the help of It*
ao'l Telegraphy Counted of this School together
Men and Women
been the nu-ati* of tUrttai; thoutand* of youog
done for others tt Is reason
t;. < --i ul carcer In the BiMne«* Worl'l. What It hau
on Un- riKt'll to a
and Augusta
Bangor
Fortland,
Write for Kiee Catalogue.
able t>> -ui• (. -e It nil do for you.
Summer School at South ( unco.
Maine.
Treasurer,
Bangor,
l>.
G.
11AUDKN,
Maine.
K. U. sU4W, President, 1'ortland,
BuhIiu'-i.. sh rtinnl
'■pillA
r«.-iti >n IH| uttim iit iia-

(Continual from ptfe1)

aar«
And It was well I did come to
Rutb Chester from a da nein* death,
and
for she Is as light aa a feather
I felt
sails on the air like thistledown.
Recipes.
he danced with
sorry for Tom, for when
he dancme he conld see her, and when
DEVILED CBACKEBS.
her I pouted at him, even over
with
ed
add
To two teaspconfuls of mustard
Wade's arm. I verily believe it
Worcestershire sauce to form «paste; Judge
from
was
being really rattled that he
into
three
Ubleapoonfula
itir this paste
Pet Buford to dance with
add
also
little
a
asked
to
beatea
cream;
i>f butter
Laif a teaspoonful of paprika or half him—by mistake as It were. After
that quautity of cayenne. Spread the that if Pet breathed a single strain of
mixture on tbio crackers and set the music out of his arms I didn't see It
crackers into the oven to become hot
on hit
topics of Interest to the ladles
Jorrespondenoe
Is solicited. Address: Edltor Hohem actes'
Me.
Column, Oxford Democrat. South Puts.

Dyspepsia, Constipation

I
I

"I can very truly recommend "L.
L." Atwood's Medicine, as it has been tnd colored
slightly. Serve hot with
a family medicine from my childhood.
celery, cheese, olives or tomato soup.
also
used
grandparmy
it,
My parents
SOVB CREAK BISCUIT.
ents."
Mrs. 0. E. Whitney, Berry Mills, Me.
of sour cream, one-half
One

3^ HrJCï iTr*
.^wTALLJC

Melting of Molly

on

Many people who live at a distance
from »tores where medicines are kept,
will be glad to try, free, the "L. F.

/f

2W Broadway

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

A LIBERAL OFFER

"•ttxsïsss-

The

I knew that gone expression

face and it made me feel so lonesome
that I was more gracious to the Judge
than was exactly safe He dances just
as magnificently as be exists in Ufa
cupful
of sour milk, two teaopoonfula of and It la a kind of ceremonial to do it
cupful
dealers.
all
at
cents
35
bottles
Large
soda, one half teaspoonful of salt, and with him. The boys ail wore white
"L.F."MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me. dour to make a soft dough; about one
but the
roll flannels and most of the men,
quart. Handle aa little aa possible,
was as formally dressed aa he
tbin ami bake in a hot oven from twelve Judge
In midwinter, and I
to fifteen minutes. Nute: If there is any would have been
doubt about the state of sourneas of the wondered If Alfred could be half as
milk and cream, add three teaspoonful« distinguished to look at I suppose my
of baking powder, as if sweet milk were eyes must have been telling on me
UStd.
about how grand I thought he was
FBOZKN CHOCOLATE.
looking because hê-well. I was rather
took me
Cook three squares or three ounces of relieved when one of the boys
chocola'e with one cupful of boiling out of his arms for a- good, long, swingwater with a few grains uf salt for five ing twostep.
minutes. Turn into one quart of scaldAnd how 1 did enjoy It all, every
ed milk, add one cupful of augar, and
minute of it!
My heart beat
tingle
two teaspooofuln of vanilla. Cool and
music as if it would never
the
time
to
freeze. Serve in glasse*, with whipped
tire of doing so. Miss Chester and I
on top
cream, sweetened and flavored
and scraps of
Thin is sufficient to servo ten persons, if exchanged little laughs
conversation in between times, and I
sherbet glansea are used.
fell deeper and deeper in love with
80KT MOLASSES COOKIES.
her. Every pound I have melted and
One cupiul of butter, one cupful of
frozen and starved off me has brought
brown sugar, one cupful of molasses,
me nearer to her, and I Just cant
brown Porto Rico, one cupful of sour
about how I am going to hurt
milk, two teaspoonfuls of soda, one tea- think
I put the
now.
spoonful of ginger, one teaspoonful of Aer in a few days
cinnamon, two large teaspoonfuls of thought from me and so let myself
*tunci gloss." ioc.
Make very soft and bake in a ■wing out into thoughtlessness with
"STAt" combination f»r cleaning and polishing all vinegar.
kinds of rosset or tan shoe?, 10c. TJANDY" sue.iJc. moderate oven. They burn very eaaily.
And after that I
one of the boys.
"QUICK warrr- ( i n liquid form with sponge)Mkh>
PEAB CON DE.
really didn't know with whom I was
ly deans and h bliens dirty canvas shots, lue. iific.
so Intoxicated
•AUO" deans and whitens BUCK. NUBUCK.
Cook one-third cupful of waahed rice dancing, I began to get
(ML and CANVAS SHOES. In round white cake*
Add two with It all.
tender.
is
rice
In
until
10c.
hand*
in
milk
with
in
sine
boxes,
sponge,
packed
oneI never heard musicians play better
■orne. Urge aluminum boxes, with sponpe, SSc.
eggs, one tabie«poonful of sugar,
If yourdr*l'>r dm-! not kwp Ciekiml you want, »end Of
salt. Turn on to a or get more of the spirit of dance In
third
full
teaspoonful
»Ii""
for
t
paid.
n
piu'luic«.
chanc««
t&e prie«
WHITTCMORE BROS. A CO.,
serving dish, and on it arrange halves of their music than those did tonight
10-21 Albany Street, Cambridge, Mas
canned pears, which have been cooked
rhey had Just giYen us the moèt lovely
Tki Oidrst and Largest Mannfactuttrx of
in the t>yrup. Sprinkle rice and peara
Shoe Polishes im the World.
things, one after another,
twinging
with finely cut preserved ginger.
-..st
-ira
when suddenly they all stopped, and
I so-34
TUNA SALAD.
the leader drew his bow across his
'Herr We
Separate the cooked (canned) fish into ioUn. Never In all my life bave I
ffave h !
large flakes or pieces; dispose them on »er beard anything like the call of
carefully waahed and dried lettuce that walls from that gypsy's strings.
leaves; pour over a pint or a can of fish, It laughed you a signal, and you felt
five tablespoonfula of olive oil, two
follow the first strain.
tablespoonfuls of vinegar, half a tea- fourself
Just then somebody happened to
half
a teaspoonful
onion
of
juice,
spoonful
was with,
of paprika and a scant half teaspoonful of lake me from whomever I
until tblok and »nd I caught step and glided off the
beaten
together
salt,
The Best Medicine Made
At the center of the mound of Universe.
The strongest arms that I
fcr Kdney and Bladdgfroubles" creamy.
fish set a tablespoonful of mayonnaise kad felt that evening—or ever—held
dreasiug; sprinkle the mayonnaise thick we, and 1 didn't have to look up to
with pickled beets, chopped fine, also
1 don't know why I
see who it was.
set a teaspoonful of the chopped beets,
did. I wasn't clasped so
I
bat
knew,
mound
the
at intervals, entirely around
him or left to float by
of fish. Capers may be used in place rery close to
myself an inch. 1 was Just a part of
of the beets.
tiim like the arms themselves or the
PANNED CHICKEN.
And
band that mine molded Into.
chicken
Clean and separate a young
while that wonder music teased and
chickthe
Put
into pieces at the joints.
cajoled and mocked and rocked and
en into a baking pan, add a cup of boilBackache,
«obbed and throbbed I laid my cheek
abont
cook
and
let
olose
cover
ing water,
Rheumatism.
Baste each fifteen igalnst his coat sleeve and gave myan hour and a half.
«nd
minutes with melted butter and the »elf away, I didn't care to whom.
Bladder.
liquid in the pan. Serve with a sauce Again that strange sense of some
Q
made of the cooking liquid and cream, wonderful eternal good came to me,
Paris.
South
\. E. 8HUKTLEKK Jt CO.,
and with corn fritters or Southern coru and I found
myself humming Billy's
Paris.
I S. E. NEWELL A CO.,
oreau.
little "soul to keep" prayer against
G KEEN CORN FRITTERS.
the doctor's sleeve to the tune of that
These fritters are particularly good magic waltz. I had never danced with
when made of Golden Bantam sweet him before, of course, but I felt as If
Score tbe kernels with a sharp 1 had been doiug It always, and i
corn.
knife, lengthwise tbe rows of corn, then melted In his arms as that baby bad
with tbe back of the knife press out
wilted to his mother out In the cabin
tbe pulp. The pulp should be quite
few hours earlier, and I don't see
a
of
this
one
To
consistent.
pulp,
cup
could stop.
add the yolks of two eggs beaten light, how Buch happiness as that
each of salt and black But with a soft, entreating wall the
half a

FOLEY
KIDNEY
PILLS
Kidneys

_

FLOUR
Is famous pie-crust flour
—makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly digestible. Just as good for
bread and c.ike and biscuits

teaspoonful

and whatever you are baking.
And the mosteconomical flour

milled—gives

loaves to the sack.

you most

Your grocer keeps William
Tell. Insist on it next time
you order flour.

NEVER CATCH UP
The business men who fall to

appreciate advertising are likely
to tind themselves ho far behind
the times that

they

will uever

catch up.
It la nlwaya better to ndvertlae a little ton much than
not

The Last
as

Pipeful of Sickle Is
Fresh as the First

Because you slice Sickle off the

plug

as

yon

use

it,

and all the original flavor and moisture are pressed into
the plug and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper—so
that every piece of Sickle Plug is bound to be fresh when

it goes into your

pipe.

You

are sure

of

a

It Is better to use a little more
is necessary iu the

time than

consideration of advertising and
the preparation of advertisements than It is to be ever

so

little careless al>out it—Saginaw
(Mich.) Evening News.
We advocate careful preparation of copy and frequent
changes, the oftener the better.

slow-burning,

cool, sweet smoke always.
Ground-up tobacco keeps getting drier all the time—
so dry that it clogs in the bottom of the
package and has
to be dug out. No wonder it burns fast, smokes hot and

Keeley

bites the tongue.

When you buy Sickle you get more tobacco—because you
don't pay for a package—and you smoke all you get, because there's
no tobacco spilled and wasted.
Just try Sickle today—your dealer
sells it.

quite euouuh.

Treatment
For Liquor, Opium,
and other Drug

Morphine
Using.

SUCCESSFUL FOR 35 YEARS
and still the beet because
we keep up to date always

NO
MotKoJ» rational and human*.
MENTAL DERANGEMENT
SICKNESS.
OR COLLAPSE.

We have remedies which cure the
Tobacco Habit and Ncrvoiunni at bom*
without intcrieriug with business.

Send lor Free Booklet.
All Correspondence Confidential
in plain envelope.

King

A

Range

Kineo

Free !

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151

Congress Street,

Portland. Maine

Tkliphonb 2224
■t6-W

Pianos
and

the
pepper, one cup of pastry floor, with music came to an end, and there
one and one half teaspoonfuls of baking doctor was. smiling down Into my
powder and laBtly the whites of two eggs Pace with his whimsical, friendly
beaten dry. Take up the mixture by
smile that woke me up all over.
tablespoonfuls and with a teaspoon
"Somebody has stolen a rose rrom
cook
let
hot
a
of
kettle
into
fat;
scrape
and brought it to
until brown on both sides, turning sever- the Carter garden
that
al times, meanwhlie. Drain on soft pa- the dance," he said with a laugh
was for me alone.
per. Serve at once.
"No," I flashed back, "a string bean."
VEAL LOAF.
And with that I danced off again with
Chop fine (use a food chopper) one the
Judge, while the doctor disappearpound and a half of veal steak, and
and I heard the
abont two ounces of fat salt pork or ed through the door,
bacon; add one egg and the yolk of chug of his car as it whirled away.
another beaten light, one pimento chop- He had Just stopped in for a second to
ped fine, a tablespoonful of finely chop- see the fun, and God had given me that
ped parsley, half a teaspoonful of pow gypsy waltfc with him because he knew
dered thyme, two tablespoonfuls of thick I needed
something like that in my
cream or one-fourth a cup of Bauce
life to keep for always.
half
a
similar
or
tomato
(cream,
sauce),
This has been a happy night, in
teaspoonful each of salt and paprika, a
I betrothed myself to Alfred,
which
two
crackers
and
of
nutmeg,
grating
rolled fine; mix all together in a com- though he doesn't know it yet. I am
pact roll; Bet into a baking pan on a going to take it as a sign that life for
slice of salt pork, with a slice of salt us is going to be brilliant and gay and
pork above. Bake about two hours, full of laughter and love.
basting often with hot fat; reduce the
I haven't had Billy in my arms toheat after fifteen minutes. Serve cold,
and I don't know how I shall
day,
sliced thin, with potato or green salads.
ever get myself to sleep if I let myself

think about It Ills sleep place on my
Peel four or five ripe tomatoes, cut in breast aches. It is a comfort to think
slices and set over the fire to simmer that the great big God understands the
gently until the water is somewhat womenfolk that he makes even if they
evaporated and tbe pulp is tender; add don't understand themselves.
about half a teaspoonful each of paprika
*••••••
or black pepper, and salt, and half a cup
MoBt
parties are Just bunches of selfof green corn pulp aud let cook about
six minutes, covered. Add two table ish people who go off In the corners and
spoonfuls of butter, iu. little bits, and have good times all by themselves, but
serve at once.
in Hillsboro, Tenn., it is not that way.
Everybody that is not invited helps
SCALLOPED ROMATOE8 AND CORN.
the hostess get ready and have nice
In a buttered baking dish, dispose albread things for the others, and sometimes I
sifted
ternate layers of soft
of
crumbs, sliced tomatoes and green oorD think they really have the best time
cut from tbe cob. Season with scraped all.
This morning Aunt Bettle came up
onion, fine-chopped green pepper and
salt. Have the last layer of tomatoes; my front steps before breakfast with a
cover with three-fourths a cup of cracker
large basketful of things for my dincrumbs mixed with one-third a cup of
ner, and I wondered what 1 would
melted buttir. Let cook about half an
have collected to be served to those
hour.
people by the time all my neighbors
WITH
GREEN
CORN bad made their prize contributions.
TOMATO
SALAD
It
MAYONNAISE.
took Aunt Bettle and Judy a half hour
to unpack their things and set them in
Set slices of cold peeled tomatoes on
lettuce hearts. Serve with mayonnaise the refrigerator and on the pantry
dressing, into a cup of which one-half a ■helves. One was a plump fruit cake
cop of cooked pulp of green corn has that bad been keeping company in a
been stirred. Discal d the hulls; soore tight box with a sponge vonktxl in
the kernels li-nethwi«* of the row* and
sherry for ever since New Year's. It
willi ihr b ick uf * Unite pre** out the
It made me
was ripe, or smelted so.
Ileal to >be boiling point, let
pulp.
under my belt
simmer six miau es, then let chill and gnaw
A little later Judy was exclaiming
use.
over a two-year-old ham that had been
STUFFED DKET SALAD.
simmered in port and larded with egg
Cut • he centers from sniiill, tender, dressing, when Mrs. Johnson came In
cooked beets, to uuke thin, neat-look- and began to unpack her basket which
ing cups. For eacb cup chop fioe two was mostly bottleB of things she said
olives and half a stalk of tender celery she used to "stick" food. The ginger
(inner stalks), mix with French or colored barber got the run of them bemayonnaise dressing, seasoned with fore the dinner waa over and got badonion juice, and use to fill the cups. Roll
stuck, so Judy says. Thafs what
a small floweret of cooked cauliflower In ly
dressing and set above tbe filling in the made him make the mistake.
I had planned to hare a lot of strange
cups. Serve on heart-leaves of lettuce
seasoned with French dressing. A green food and bad ordered some things up
cucumber may be used in place of the from a caterer in the city, but I teleolives either with or without tbe celery.
phoned the expressman not to deliver them until the next day, even If
Blackberry Desserts.
they did spoil. How could I use soft
BTEWED

TOMATOES

AND CORN.

shelled crabs when Mrs. Wade had
pent me word that she was going to
bake some brook trout by a recipe of
To the whites of four eggs, beaten
the Judge's grandmother? Mrs. Hampstiff, add tbe blackberry jelly which baa
been beaten light and thick with tbe ton Buford had let me know about two
Dover egg-beater.
Mold. Serve with fat little summer turkeys she was gowhipped cream or with custard made of ing to stuff with corn pone and greeu
Second hand Pianos and Organs tbe yolks of eggs and one pint of milk.
sage, and fillet mignon seemed foolish
for sale at a bargain.
Two square
eating beside them. But when the litBLACKBERRY PARFAIT.
tle bit of a baby pig. roasted whole
pianos I will sell at low price. A Soak one tablespoonful of gelatine in with an
apple In its mouth, looking too
lot of second hand organs that I will one-balf a cup of oold blackberry jnlce. frisky and innocent for worlds with
Heat one and one-half cups of juice with
sell at any old price.
Come in and
his little baked tail curled up In the
one enp of sugar to make a thick ayrnp;
from Mrs. Oaruthers Cain
see them.
add softened gelatine and pour on the air, arrived
The person bringing the largest number of thi» entire
whites of four eggs, beaten stiff. Con- I went out into the garden and laughNew Pianos, Stools, Scans, tinue beating until tbe mixture Is cool. ed out loud nt the idea of baring spent
advertisement, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to
Instruction Books, Flayer pia- Add one-half a cup of lemon juice and money for lobsters, to be shipped alive
two cops of cream, beaten stiff.
Pack and to be nerved broiled In their own
nos always in stock at prices mold in
equal measures of Ice and aalt, shells.
HOBBS' VARIETY

Organs

STORE, NORWAY,

on or

free

a

before Tuesday, Dec. 23, 1913, at 2 F. M., will receive
No. 8-20 King Kineo Range valued at $60.00.

Included in the above, for each
HOBBS'
a

receipt

counted

that

VARIETY

or

coupon will he given valued
such in the final count.

or

as

purchase amounting

STORE

as

to 25 cents from eithei
S. J. RECORD & SON,

5 of the advertisements,

to

be

are

right

Send for

catalog.

W.J.Wheeler,
Billings'

Block, South Paris,

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
fOft RHEUMATISM MDNtYS ANO BLAOMR

BLACKRERRY SPONGE.

and let stand four honrs. Unmold and
garnish with whole blackberries.
RLACKBEBBY MARSHMALLOWS.

Mold blackberry sponge in a shallow
tin. Cut in cubes, when set, and. aerve
in a basket of cake, made as above.

j BLACKBERRY TOASTED MABSBMALLOWS.

Roll cubes in powdered macaroons or
ground nuts. Tbese iv?k like real
toasted marahmallows.

RHEUMATISM

em
•flk hâlr," ib« wai aaytnf SI iM
into
strips.
peel
innge
of
"You've planned the refurniahing
of
from
This nerve-racking disease is caused
that east wing to »ult the style
External
since
nearly every girl In Hlllsboro Pol- impure blood and uric acid poison.
re.
Bettle
applications sometimes give temporary
Tom put on long trousers.
to secure
lier but won't cure ; the sure way
as they have
lard, and they are Just
did permanentresultsis to thoroughly eradicate
been for fifteen years since you
Nothing
John- from the blood all the impurities.
Mrs.
said
house/'
whole
the
over
will drive out the poisons from
half on earth
a
wineglass
and
she
poured
son aa
system, keep the bowels, kidneys the
a tablefull from one bottle and added
ver in good condition as SEVEN BAIKS,
spoonful from another.
merit« the past 42 years.
"Well, I think he is really Interested
most of
SEVEN IAKKS can be had of all druggists,
ûow from the way he danced
at 60 cents per bottle. Give it a good trial
hotel the
his time with her down at the
and watch your rheumatism disappear.
never
jther night and 1 have hopes I
LYMAN BIOWN, 68 Mirray St, New York, N.Y.
him
do
put
-«4 t*/ore. Now. Molly,

This Strong National Bank Established More Than Forty Years Ago is

cornered,
Hween you und her, ?^>rt of
Chester.
10 he can't even see^Ruth
Tom's
Bhe is too old for him.- And
mother looked at me over the orange
peel as to a confederate.
"Humph, I'd like to see you or Molly
Tom Pollard,
or any woman 'corner'
smile as
laid Mrs. Johnson with a wry
wineshe tasted the concoction In the
glass.

of the
"1 have put blm at the end
and
table because he is my kinsman
Aunt
the only host I've got at present.
Bettle." I said regretfully. I always
Tom s
take every chance t«> rub In
so
ind m.v relationship on Aunt Bettle,
she won't notice our flirtation.
of
-I'd put John Moore at the head
the table If 1 were you. Molly Carter,
'jecause he's about the only man you've
left
invited that has got nny sense
since you and that Chester girl took
He's a host of
to visiting Hlllsboro.
in himself, and the way he
steadiness
ignores all you

women who would run
shows
after hlin if he would let you
ne has my full conflwhat he is
herself
ilence." and as she delivered
Mrs
uf this Judgment of Dr. John,
corks tight
the
all
in
drove
Johnson
und beptu to pound spice.
woods
"He's not out of the widower
Aunt Bettle with
jet, Caroline." said
"1 have
her most speculative smile.
since
about deckled on him for Ruth
the Judge has taken to following Molly
But
«bout as bad as Billy Moore does.
John s
ilou't you all say a word, for
In
mighty timid, and I don't believe.
he's had a sinthese
all
years,
of
«plte
If he had had he'd

I have a letter from

He doesn't

a

woman

prominent

you open
which one

so
I had picked up that they groaned
loud I could almost hear them. 1 felt
as If I must operate on something.
And It was In this mood that Alfred's
letter found me.
It had a surprise in it and I sat back
heart
on the grass and read It with my
bad
beating like a triphammer. He
he
sailed the day he had posted it and
almost
was due to arrive In New York
hour now I
as soon as it did. Just any
calculated In a flash. And "from New
had
York Immediately to Hlllsboro" he
written In words that fairly sung
themselves off the paper. I was frightened—so frightened that the letter
shook in my hands, and with only the
be
thought of being sure that 1 might
alone for a few minutes with It, I fled

If you have money to invest this bank has at all times
municipal, county, railroad, water and public service
bonds for sale at prices to net a good rate of interest.

for
days,
like scarlet fever, but as there were no other
Aftercases he did not think it could be.
her
wards she broke out in a rash all over
and
body. The last sickness was similar

safe

Money Orders payable anywhere, at prices
cheaper than Post Ofiice and
Express Money Orders, and draw checks on all the p: incipal towns and cities of the world in the currency <>f the
countiy on which drawn. We telegraph money to am ; „rt
of the world, and issue Travelers' Cheques which art selfidentifying and can be readily cashed anywhere.
from

the doctor was puzzled. She was very
her.
nervous and we feared we would lose
Your Dr.True's Elixir was recommended,
and after two days' use she passed several
worms from two to three inches in length,
at
and is now well and strong and sleeps
nights without fretting, tossing and starting
in a fright as she did formerly."

We issue
one ct

nt to fifteen cents

advantages

In view of these

I will be glad to furnish this clergyman's name and address to anyone who
»
cares to write to me.
N.B.—True's Elixir is the best known
remedy for all stomach and bowel troubles.
Purely vegetable, pleasant to take and
entirely harmless. Expels stomach worme
and pin worms. All dealers, 35c; 50c; $1.00.
Yours for better heahh,

and conveniences

l;

any longer ignore the need of doing your banking •;> aess
with the Oldest and Strongest National Bank in Uxî'orc1
County ?

THE NORWAY NATIONAL EANK
OF

Ä/V. (JaAaJL^
St., Auburn, Me.

MAINE.

NORWAY.

13 Drummond

SUMMER MILLINER'/

THE

FROM

FARM

FANCY GOODS
We have ju»t receive»? a car of the
William Tell Flour. This is made

m

think it would be

to

to do so.

your advantage

Order of

G. B. Cummins & Sons,

Norway,

Maine]

------

Is the kind that is worth while.
It is the kind done at the Oxford
from

Wagons,

Horse

Shoeing

Jobbing.

card to

The Cold,

PENLEY,

G. H.

a

a

South Paris, Maine.

book.

Refrigerators.

The Baldwin

Dump Carts,
and

Everything:,

Democrat office.

Dry Air Kind

••

have sold for 15 years.
Have always given satisfaction.

The kind

we

PRICES $7.00, 8.50s 11.50, 14.50.
=====

Call

Them

See

And

■

ooirrnrcntD.]

You who require tbe best and purest
Foley's
medicine seo that jou
(jet
Honey and Tar Compound in preference
colds,
to any other for all congbs,

tickling
hoarseness,
croup, aathma,
throat and other throat and Ir.ng troubles.
It is a strictly high grade family medicine, and only approved drugs of first
quality are used io its manufacture. It
gives the best results, and contains no
opiates. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South
Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
"Is that man, who is

running

around

giving advice, a lobbyist?"
"Certainly not. He is on Our Side of

argument."

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby Klyes notice that tic
has been duly Appointed Administrator of the
estate* of
ELLEN RUSSELL, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All jteroouH having
bonds as the law directs.
demanda against the estate of said deceased
for settleare desired to present the same
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
ASA II. SESSIONS.
June 17th, 1913.
32 34

KIDNEY TROUBLE BEGAN WITH
A LAME BACK.

Academy

Founded

"Jack told me he wanted to
you the worst po«aible way."
Ethel: "And what did you say?"
Claire: "I told him to come to breakfast some morni ag."
Claire:

"TALES~"07~JONEY AND"TAR"

Hebron,

W. J Wheeler & Co.

After July i, 19131 Stanley M.
Wheeler will be taken into the firm
of W. J. Wheeler & Co , composed
of W.

J. Wheeler,

Margaret A.

Baker, Stanley M- Wheeler.
Wm. Lee, Paakenta, Calif., says, "It
We thank the people of Oxford
gives universal aatlsfaction, and I use
for past favors and solicit
County
only Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
same and shall confor my ohildren." E. C. Rhodes, Mid- continuance of
dleton, Ga., writes, "I had a racking la tinue to give them our best efforts,
grippe cough and Anally got relief tak- good protection and a good square
ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. business deal.
Use no other in your family and refuse
substitntes. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South
(Abstract of Plaintiff's Writ.)
Paris; S. E. Newell à Co., Paris.
FROM WEST AND EAST.

"I don't object to a man tellin' all he
knows," said Uncle Eben, "if be is sure
enough an* honestly knows all he tells."

JOHN

B. ROBINSON
V8.

Assumpsit

on

acco'int annexed for

A Co., Paris.

He (nervously)—Margaret, there's been
something trembling on my lips for
months and months.

see.

Why don't yon

E. P. CROCKETT,
SOUTH

FLORIST.
MAINE.

PARIS,

Neponset Paroid Roofing.
Warm in Winter
Coo! in Summer

Costs Less Than Metal
Wears

Longer Than Shingles.

Sold by L. S. Billings, South Paris.
Now is the time to

buy your

Fall Machinery
WE HAVE THE

IMoth I n g

You

can

get

a

COHN

or

Better

Made.

GRAIN BINDER any day;
see us

before

buying.

$100.00 for

$200.00. Writ dated June is, 1913, and returnable at the October term, 1913, of the Supreme
Judicial Court at Paris.
Real estate attached July 12, 1913.
Service on
said Trustee June 19,1913.
STATE OF MAINE.
J. COD BT IM VACATION,

A. W. WALKER &
SOUTH

OXFORD, 88.
S.

Plants

i

At the Greenhouse,

carry them all the time, call and

V. COOK ET
Staples, Admr., Trustee.

FRANK
RoscoR F.

S3,1906 by said Plaintiff to said
Postmaster Antoine Delorla, Gardner, cash lent August
Defendant, with Interest amounting to $36.
Micb., speaks for tbe guidance of tbose Total amount sued for $136 00. Ad damnum

troubled with kidney and bladder irregularities, and aays "From my own experience I can reoommend Foley Kidney
Pills. My father also was oared of kidney disease, and many neighbors were
cured by Foley Kidney Pills." A. E.
Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell

Cut Flowers

1B04.

Maine.
J. L. nackl, 915 Eighth St., Lincoln,
III., was recently cured of a bad case of F.»r Girls aDd Boys. Send for catalogue.
kidney trouble that started with a lame
31-34
back, and say»: "I am certainly thankful in getting a cure of my kidney
INSURANCE.
•rouble by uxing Foley Kidney Pill«."
Try them yourself. A. E ShurtI» ff Co.,
of insurance placed by
kinds
All
South Paria; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
*ee

'Phone. 19-21.

Bids wanted on school trans-

Hebron

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

35 MARKET SQUARE,

3244

power.

you

Peck—No, Martha; we'd get along
better if you didn't bave quite so much.

Bolster Co,

Dayton

N.

portation routes.
Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
one
no
so
Bids will be received od the followare
and bladder trouble
plain
Backache, weak and ing routes until September 1st:
can mistake them.
lame back with soreness over tbe kidBolster to Village.
neys, sharp pains, rheumatism, dull
Hooppr to Village.
headache, and disturbed sleep, are all inHall Pond to Village.
dications of a trouble tbat Poley Kidney
Stearns Hill to Snow's Falls.
Pills will relieve quickly and permanently. Try them. A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
Apply to
South Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
BURR F. JONES, Superintendent.
Mrs. Peck—Henry, we'd get along 32-34
South Paris, Maine.
bad more will
if

I

HIGH GRADE PRINTING

MANUFACTURER.
Farm

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

BOWKER BLOCK,

g7h. penleyT

don Opinion.

so

MES. L. 0. SMILEY,

from old wheat and it very nice. If
flour
you have not already tried this

Lucky Horsaahoas.
She—Do you believe tu borsesboea
He—Yea. If
as an emblem of luck?
they urn >n the winning hurtw.-Lon-

She—Yes,

or

change

Maina

to tue garret

■have it off.

not have a checking account we suggest that
with this Bank and enjoy the conveniences
possesses. Your money is safer here than at

as

What
there is no way to make him.
realize
she had said about It made me
and
that he had always been like that,
no reaI told myself that there was
should
son In the world why my heart
beat in my slippers on that account.
Still 1 don't see why Ruth Chester
ihould have her head literally thrown
I wteh
îgainBt that stone wall and
like
Aunt Bettle wouldn't It seemed
to matcha desecration even to try
with
make him. and It made me hot
Indignation all over. I dug so fiercely
at the roots of my phlox with a trowel

better

Business.

a

garden.
Dr.
Yes, Aunt Bettle Is right about
woman and
John: he doesn't see a

the

to

in your pocket ; you can always make the exact
when paying bills by check ; the check serves as a
receipt and saves paying bills the second time ; there is no
expense to you in carrying on an account, as the Hank
furnishes free of charge everything necessary. These are
only a few of many reasons why you should open a
checking acount with this Strong National Bank.

home

Just
he does the dosing of them too.
what
the other day—dearie me, Jndy,
exhas boiled over now?" And In the
to the
citement that ensued I escaped

(to

Money, and
Transact Any

one

patient at the end of
kind aud gentle
aud
mighty
spoon,

nnythlng but
H

see

a

If our

If you do

in regard to a sickness of one of
as follows:
his children from which I quote
"Our two-year-old baby was very sick
came near
at two different times and we
doctors,
losing her. We had the best
trouble
but they did not know what the
fever
was. In the first sickness she had high
and the doctor said it acted
several

gle notion yet.
huve tried a set-to with you. Molly,
In
like ull the rest of the shy birds
town

Banking

Parents, Read this Letterl

clergyman

Convenient Place

a

Ïour

Depositary for

Safe

a

PARIS.

MAINE.

)

July 16,1913 )

Upon tho within writ It Is ordered. That the
Plaintiff Rive notice of the pendency thereof, to
the Defendant by causing a copy of so much
thereof with this order thereon, aa relates to
the names of the parties, the term to which the
writ Is returnable, the account annexed and tbc
date of the writ, to be printed In the Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper published at Parts In
said County, three weeks successively, the last
to be at loast thirty days before a
term of the Supreme Judicial Court to l>e begun
and holden at Pari», within the County of Ox
ford on the second Tuesday of October, 1913, that
be may then and there appear and answer to
said suit.

Tbe daughter of A. Mitchell, Bagdad,
When I got back in the kitchen
things were well under way. every- Ky., bad a bad case of kidney trouble publication
and
they feared her health was perthing smelling grand and Aunt Bettle
Mr. Mitchell says,
in full swing matching up my dinner manently impaired.
"8be was In terrible shape but I got her
guests.
to take Foley Kidney Pills and now she
▲. B. SAVAGE, Chief Justice
"Nobody in this town could antt me Is completely cured." Women are more
Sup Jud. Court.
better than Pet Buford for a daughter- liable to bave kidney trouble than men
A true copy of abstract of Plaintiff's writ and
in-law. and I believe I'll have all the tad will find Foley Kidney Pills a safe, order of court thereon.
Attest:
A.
east rooms done over In blue chlnts for dependable and honest medicine.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
O so kok Hazes, Esq., Atty. for Plaintiff.
her.
I think that would be the bast E. Shurtleff Co., 8oath Parla: S. E.
A Co., Paria.
Newell
off
bar
blue
to
let
eyea aq& ogp
t^nc
I
I 1

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.
South Paris.

we

